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GALAXIES	ARE	UNCERTAIN	TRACERS	OF	DARK	
MATTER	AT	LOW	MASSES	
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Observed	MW	Structure	

We	have	heard/will 	hear	many	talks	about	the	complexities	of	galaxy	
formation	at	low	mass	scales.	Given	this,	can	we	measure	the	halo	
mass	function	at	low	masses?	Can	we	measure	it	below	the	mass	
scale	of	galaxy	formation?	



STRONG	GRAVITATIONAL	LENSING:	THE	NEXT	
BEST	THING	TO	DARK	MATTER	GOGGLES	
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Figure 1. Left : Strong gravitational lensing provides a powerful test of CDM, as each
strongly lensed image probes low mass dark matter structure along the entire virial radius
of a lens halo. Right : The sensitivity of strongly lensed quasar narrow-line emission to dark
matter substructure, for the gravitational lens HE0435 (GO-13732, Nierenberg et al. 2017)
using WFC3 grism spatially resolved spectroscopy (see Figure 2 below).Black points
indicate the projected region in which a subhalo with mass M600 = 108M� is excluded at a
3� confidence allowing full flexibility in the large-scale macromodel. The average excluded
region is a cylinder with radius ⇠6 kpc at the redshift of the lens. A similar analysis yields
an exclusion of M600 = 107M� subhalos within ⇠ 0.6 kpc of each lensed imageNarrow-line flux ratios in HE0435 5
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Figure 1. Demonstration of the forward modeling method used to infer spectral parameters. Note that the image contrasts have been
altered between images to highlight different features. Panel i) Drizzled F140W image, arrow indicates North. Panel ii) Interlaced
G141W grism image, with light dispersed along the x-axis of the F140W image. QSO spectra (A-D) are labeled. They overlap with
spectra from the ring, the main deflector (G) and the spiral galaxy (G2). Blue arrows indicate the location of narrow [OIII] 4959 and
5007 Å emission which are partially blended at this resolution. Column iii) MCMC proposed 1D spectra for four of the seven components
labelled in panel i. Each of the QSO images A-D has a separate model spectrum (shown in Figure 3), only spectrum A is shown here.
Column iv) Model direct image for each separate spectral component, described in the text. The central QSO pixels are masked in
the ring model to account for noisy PSF subtraction in this region. Column v) Model 2D grism images for each spectral component
generated from convolving the model spectra in column iii with the model direct image in column iv. Panels vi, vii) Final, combined
model direct image and model grism image, generated from the sum of columns iv and v respectively (and the other three QSO images
not shown). Colors are the same as in columns iii, iv and v. The goodness of fit is calculated by the �2 difference between true and model
2D G141 images.

Figure 1 illustrates how the model 2D direct image compo-
nents are dispersed into the model 2D grism image for each
MCMC step.

4 SPECTRAL FORWARD MODELING
RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the 1D model, data and residual ‘traces’ for
the four lensed QSO images. These traces are obtained by in-
tegrating the flux along the y axis in the 2D image, weighted
by the relative flux of the direct F140 model PSF along that
axis. Jumps in flux are due to small misalignments between
the dispersion axis and the detector axis. This comparison
shows that the input model provides an excellent fit to the
observed spectra.

From the spectral modelling we obtain flux ratios be-
tween the broad H� fluxes and the [OIII] fluxes from the
image pairs A/C, B/C, D/C. Given that the intrinsic quasar
luminosity is not known, gravitational lensing analyses rely
on ratios of image fluxes rather than their absolute values.
In Figure 3, we compare these flux ratios with measurements
from other studies across a range of filters and for fixed filters
at multiple dates. These measurements are chosen to repre-
sent how the flux ratios vary with wavelength and time, and
are only a small subset of the many measurements of this
system obtained for time variability studies (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006, e.g.). Table
A2 contains references and observing dates for all flux ratios
plotted in Figure 3.

The narrow [OIII] flux ratios are strikingly different
from optical to mid-IR flux ratios which are subject to con-
tamination by microlensing and intrinsic QSO time variabil-
ity.

HE0435 has been monitored for 15 years (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006), and during
that time has shown highly variable broad band flux ratios
due to stellar microlensing and intrinsic variability. The in-
trinsic variability which particularly affects images B and D
which have time delays of over a week with relative to images
A and C. Figure 3 highlights several repeat measurements
of the system which show significant variability.

Based on simulations of QSO accretion disks and dusty
torii, blueward of rest-frame �4µm, (observed �10 µm) the
accretion disk makes a dominant contribution to the QSO
emission (Sluse et al. 2013). From chromatic microlensing
studies of this system, the quasar accretion continuum emis-
sion has a half light radius of � 1016.3±0.3 cm (or 0.003 pc)
at a rest-frame wavelength of 8000 Å. Sluse et al. (2012)
estimate the MgII broad line region size to be � 1018±1 cm
(or 0.03 pc). These sizes correspond to 0.5�5µas at the lens
redshift, and are thus affected by stellar microlensing. Bon-
vin et al. (2016) have inferred the approximate observed R
band (rest frame � 2500Å) stellar microlensing as a function
of time for each of the images since 2003. Figure 4 shows an
estimate for the microlensing effect on the flux ratios as a
function of time assuming a ‘true’ flux ratio value indicated
by the straight lines. The Bonvin et al. (2016) model has
degeneracies between the intrinsic QSO variability and the
microlensing variability, thus Figure 4 should be taken as an
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Figure 1. Demonstration of the forward modeling method used to infer spectral parameters. Note that the image contrasts have been
altered between images to highlight different features. Panel i) Drizzled F140W image, arrow indicates North. Panel ii) Interlaced
G141W grism image, with light dispersed along the x-axis of the F140W image. QSO spectra (A-D) are labeled. They overlap with
spectra from the ring, the main deflector (G) and the spiral galaxy (G2). Blue arrows indicate the location of narrow [OIII] 4959 and
5007 Å emission which are partially blended at this resolution. Column iii) MCMC proposed 1D spectra for four of the seven components
labelled in panel i. Each of the QSO images A-D has a separate model spectrum (shown in Figure 3), only spectrum A is shown here.
Column iv) Model direct image for each separate spectral component, described in the text. The central QSO pixels are masked in
the ring model to account for noisy PSF subtraction in this region. Column v) Model 2D grism images for each spectral component
generated from convolving the model spectra in column iii with the model direct image in column iv. Panels vi, vii) Final, combined
model direct image and model grism image, generated from the sum of columns iv and v respectively (and the other three QSO images
not shown). Colors are the same as in columns iii, iv and v. The goodness of fit is calculated by the �2 difference between true and model
2D G141 images.

Figure 1 illustrates how the model 2D direct image compo-
nents are dispersed into the model 2D grism image for each
MCMC step.

4 SPECTRAL FORWARD MODELING
RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the 1D model, data and residual ‘traces’ for
the four lensed QSO images. These traces are obtained by in-
tegrating the flux along the y axis in the 2D image, weighted
by the relative flux of the direct F140 model PSF along that
axis. Jumps in flux are due to small misalignments between
the dispersion axis and the detector axis. This comparison
shows that the input model provides an excellent fit to the
observed spectra.

From the spectral modelling we obtain flux ratios be-
tween the broad H� fluxes and the [OIII] fluxes from the
image pairs A/C, B/C, D/C. Given that the intrinsic quasar
luminosity is not known, gravitational lensing analyses rely
on ratios of image fluxes rather than their absolute values.
In Figure 3, we compare these flux ratios with measurements
from other studies across a range of filters and for fixed filters
at multiple dates. These measurements are chosen to repre-
sent how the flux ratios vary with wavelength and time, and
are only a small subset of the many measurements of this
system obtained for time variability studies (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006, e.g.). Table
A2 contains references and observing dates for all flux ratios
plotted in Figure 3.

The narrow [OIII] flux ratios are strikingly different
from optical to mid-IR flux ratios which are subject to con-
tamination by microlensing and intrinsic QSO time variabil-
ity.

HE0435 has been monitored for 15 years (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006), and during
that time has shown highly variable broad band flux ratios
due to stellar microlensing and intrinsic variability. The in-
trinsic variability which particularly affects images B and D
which have time delays of over a week with relative to images
A and C. Figure 3 highlights several repeat measurements
of the system which show significant variability.

Based on simulations of QSO accretion disks and dusty
torii, blueward of rest-frame �4µm, (observed �10 µm) the
accretion disk makes a dominant contribution to the QSO
emission (Sluse et al. 2013). From chromatic microlensing
studies of this system, the quasar accretion continuum emis-
sion has a half light radius of � 1016.3±0.3 cm (or 0.003 pc)
at a rest-frame wavelength of 8000 Å. Sluse et al. (2012)
estimate the MgII broad line region size to be � 1018±1 cm
(or 0.03 pc). These sizes correspond to 0.5�5µas at the lens
redshift, and are thus affected by stellar microlensing. Bon-
vin et al. (2016) have inferred the approximate observed R
band (rest frame � 2500Å) stellar microlensing as a function
of time for each of the images since 2003. Figure 4 shows an
estimate for the microlensing effect on the flux ratios as a
function of time assuming a ‘true’ flux ratio value indicated
by the straight lines. The Bonvin et al. (2016) model has
degeneracies between the intrinsic QSO variability and the
microlensing variability, thus Figure 4 should be taken as an
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Figure 1. Demonstration of the forward modeling method used to infer spectral parameters. Note that the image contrasts have been
altered between images to highlight different features. Panel i) Drizzled F140W image, arrow indicates North. Panel ii) Interlaced
G141W grism image, with light dispersed along the x-axis of the F140W image. QSO spectra (A-D) are labeled. They overlap with
spectra from the ring, the main deflector (G) and the spiral galaxy (G2). Blue arrows indicate the location of narrow [OIII] 4959 and
5007 Å emission which are partially blended at this resolution. Column iii) MCMC proposed 1D spectra for four of the seven components
labelled in panel i. Each of the QSO images A-D has a separate model spectrum (shown in Figure 3), only spectrum A is shown here.
Column iv) Model direct image for each separate spectral component, described in the text. The central QSO pixels are masked in
the ring model to account for noisy PSF subtraction in this region. Column v) Model 2D grism images for each spectral component
generated from convolving the model spectra in column iii with the model direct image in column iv. Panels vi, vii) Final, combined
model direct image and model grism image, generated from the sum of columns iv and v respectively (and the other three QSO images
not shown). Colors are the same as in columns iii, iv and v. The goodness of fit is calculated by the �2 difference between true and model
2D G141 images.

Figure 1 illustrates how the model 2D direct image compo-
nents are dispersed into the model 2D grism image for each
MCMC step.
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RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the 1D model, data and residual ‘traces’ for
the four lensed QSO images. These traces are obtained by in-
tegrating the flux along the y axis in the 2D image, weighted
by the relative flux of the direct F140 model PSF along that
axis. Jumps in flux are due to small misalignments between
the dispersion axis and the detector axis. This comparison
shows that the input model provides an excellent fit to the
observed spectra.

From the spectral modelling we obtain flux ratios be-
tween the broad H� fluxes and the [OIII] fluxes from the
image pairs A/C, B/C, D/C. Given that the intrinsic quasar
luminosity is not known, gravitational lensing analyses rely
on ratios of image fluxes rather than their absolute values.
In Figure 3, we compare these flux ratios with measurements
from other studies across a range of filters and for fixed filters
at multiple dates. These measurements are chosen to repre-
sent how the flux ratios vary with wavelength and time, and
are only a small subset of the many measurements of this
system obtained for time variability studies (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006, e.g.). Table
A2 contains references and observing dates for all flux ratios
plotted in Figure 3.

The narrow [OIII] flux ratios are strikingly different
from optical to mid-IR flux ratios which are subject to con-
tamination by microlensing and intrinsic QSO time variabil-
ity.

HE0435 has been monitored for 15 years (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006), and during
that time has shown highly variable broad band flux ratios
due to stellar microlensing and intrinsic variability. The in-
trinsic variability which particularly affects images B and D
which have time delays of over a week with relative to images
A and C. Figure 3 highlights several repeat measurements
of the system which show significant variability.

Based on simulations of QSO accretion disks and dusty
torii, blueward of rest-frame �4µm, (observed �10 µm) the
accretion disk makes a dominant contribution to the QSO
emission (Sluse et al. 2013). From chromatic microlensing
studies of this system, the quasar accretion continuum emis-
sion has a half light radius of � 1016.3±0.3 cm (or 0.003 pc)
at a rest-frame wavelength of 8000 Å. Sluse et al. (2012)
estimate the MgII broad line region size to be � 1018±1 cm
(or 0.03 pc). These sizes correspond to 0.5�5µas at the lens
redshift, and are thus affected by stellar microlensing. Bon-
vin et al. (2016) have inferred the approximate observed R
band (rest frame � 2500Å) stellar microlensing as a function
of time for each of the images since 2003. Figure 4 shows an
estimate for the microlensing effect on the flux ratios as a
function of time assuming a ‘true’ flux ratio value indicated
by the straight lines. The Bonvin et al. (2016) model has
degeneracies between the intrinsic QSO variability and the
microlensing variability, thus Figure 4 should be taken as an
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Figure 2. Lensed quasar spectra extracted along the x-axis of the 2D grism image (Figure 1) via PSF weighted averaging along the
y-axis. Absolute fluxes are arbitrary. 1D Spectra include contamination from neighboring dispersed QSO images, lens galaxy light, the
lens ring, and the nearby spiral galaxy G2 as illustrated in Figure 1. The residual is derived by subtracting the 2D model from the
2D interlaced data, and then performing the PSF weighted y-axis averaging, thus it is not a simple subtraction of the blue line from
the black points. The residual has been offset from zero by the amount indicated by the horizontal lines for ease of visualization. The
modelled region varies slightly for each image depending on its position in the 2D image.

approximate estimate of the magnitude of microlensing at a
given time. The amplitude of microlensing depends on the
source size. Given that bluer wavelengths are emitted from
smaller regions of the QSO accretion disc, thus bluer filters
are more strongly affected by microlensing than theBonvin
et al. (2016) result would indicate, while redder continuum
measurements are expected to be less affected. Blackburne
et al. (2014) have performed a detailed study of differential
microlensing as a function of wavelength for this system,
their data are included in Figure 3, and in Table A2.

The broad line emission flux ratios of both H� from
this study and CIII] and CIV from Wisotzki et al. (2003)
are closer to the narrow-line emission flux ratios, which is
consistent with microlensing being a function of emission
region size.

We can test for the effects of microlensing on our data
by comparing the relative amplitudes of emission features in
our inferred spectra. In Figure 5, we plot the marginalised
lensed image spectra from our analysis, normalised to the
continuum flux at 5100 Å in order to highlight how the emis-
sion features vary relative to each other between the lensed
images. Image A shows significant morphological differences
with an [OIII] flux which is much lower relative to the con-
tinuum emission than the other three images, indicating that
there is significant source-size dependent lensing. This find-
ing is consistent with the inferred R band microlensing of

image A in particular observed by Bonvin et al. (2016) and
plotted in Figure 4. The difference in the image A H� flux
and the narrow-line flux is not as dramatic. This is expected
given that the H� flux is less affected by microlensing than
the continuum.

The narrow-line [OIII] flux ratios are consistent with
5 GHz radio measurements fromJackson et al. (2015), with
A/C, B/C and D/C differing at 0.25, 1.8 and 2.2 � respec-
tively. This is expected given that both sources are expected
to be extended enough to avoid all microlensing contami-
nation. Although the results do not differ significantly, we
note that Jackson et al. (2015) found that their radio emis-
sion was somewhat resolved, with an intrinsic source size of
� � 288 pc, assuming the source had a Gaussian flux distri-
bution. This affects the flux ratios predicted from gravita-
tional lensing relative to a point source for a fixed deflector
mass model. We discuss this further in Section 6, where we
also place limits on the detected size of the narrow-emission
region in our data and we examine the effects of a resolved
narrow emission line region on our results.

5 GRAVITATIONAL LENS MODELING

The lensed image positions and [OIII] flux ratios are sensi-
tive to the mass distribution of the deflector. As discussed in
the Introduction, the image fluxes are particularly sensitive
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Figure 2. Results from Nierenberg et al. (2017) for the HST grism spectra of HE0435
(GO-13732). From left to right: (1): Direct image of HE0435 (2): Dispersed G141 spectra.
(3): 1D psf-weighted trace of the dispersed spectrum of image A. [OIII] emission fluxes
provide a microlensing free probe of substructure along the entire virial radius of the lens
halo. The blue line and gray points represent the trace and model residual of the 2D model
for image A respectively. The model accounts for blending between neighboring quasar
spectra (see N17 for details).(4): Inferred spectrum of image A with narrow [OIII] and
broad H� emission components
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Figure 1. Left : Strong gravitational lensing provides a powerful test of CDM, as each
strongly lensed image probes low mass dark matter structure along the entire virial radius
of a lens halo. Right : The sensitivity of strongly lensed quasar narrow-line emission to dark
matter substructure, for the gravitational lens HE0435 (GO-13732, Nierenberg et al. 2017)
using WFC3 grism spatially resolved spectroscopy (see Figure 2 below).Black points
indicate the projected region in which a subhalo with mass M600 = 108M� is excluded at a
3� confidence allowing full flexibility in the large-scale macromodel. The average excluded
region is a cylinder with radius ⇠6 kpc at the redshift of the lens. A similar analysis yields
an exclusion of M600 = 107M� subhalos within ⇠ 0.6 kpc of each lensed imageNarrow-line flux ratios in HE0435 5
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Figure 1. Demonstration of the forward modeling method used to infer spectral parameters. Note that the image contrasts have been
altered between images to highlight different features. Panel i) Drizzled F140W image, arrow indicates North. Panel ii) Interlaced
G141W grism image, with light dispersed along the x-axis of the F140W image. QSO spectra (A-D) are labeled. They overlap with
spectra from the ring, the main deflector (G) and the spiral galaxy (G2). Blue arrows indicate the location of narrow [OIII] 4959 and
5007 Å emission which are partially blended at this resolution. Column iii) MCMC proposed 1D spectra for four of the seven components
labelled in panel i. Each of the QSO images A-D has a separate model spectrum (shown in Figure 3), only spectrum A is shown here.
Column iv) Model direct image for each separate spectral component, described in the text. The central QSO pixels are masked in
the ring model to account for noisy PSF subtraction in this region. Column v) Model 2D grism images for each spectral component
generated from convolving the model spectra in column iii with the model direct image in column iv. Panels vi, vii) Final, combined
model direct image and model grism image, generated from the sum of columns iv and v respectively (and the other three QSO images
not shown). Colors are the same as in columns iii, iv and v. The goodness of fit is calculated by the �2 difference between true and model
2D G141 images.

Figure 1 illustrates how the model 2D direct image compo-
nents are dispersed into the model 2D grism image for each
MCMC step.

4 SPECTRAL FORWARD MODELING
RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the 1D model, data and residual ‘traces’ for
the four lensed QSO images. These traces are obtained by in-
tegrating the flux along the y axis in the 2D image, weighted
by the relative flux of the direct F140 model PSF along that
axis. Jumps in flux are due to small misalignments between
the dispersion axis and the detector axis. This comparison
shows that the input model provides an excellent fit to the
observed spectra.

From the spectral modelling we obtain flux ratios be-
tween the broad H� fluxes and the [OIII] fluxes from the
image pairs A/C, B/C, D/C. Given that the intrinsic quasar
luminosity is not known, gravitational lensing analyses rely
on ratios of image fluxes rather than their absolute values.
In Figure 3, we compare these flux ratios with measurements
from other studies across a range of filters and for fixed filters
at multiple dates. These measurements are chosen to repre-
sent how the flux ratios vary with wavelength and time, and
are only a small subset of the many measurements of this
system obtained for time variability studies (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006, e.g.). Table
A2 contains references and observing dates for all flux ratios
plotted in Figure 3.

The narrow [OIII] flux ratios are strikingly different
from optical to mid-IR flux ratios which are subject to con-
tamination by microlensing and intrinsic QSO time variabil-
ity.

HE0435 has been monitored for 15 years (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006), and during
that time has shown highly variable broad band flux ratios
due to stellar microlensing and intrinsic variability. The in-
trinsic variability which particularly affects images B and D
which have time delays of over a week with relative to images
A and C. Figure 3 highlights several repeat measurements
of the system which show significant variability.

Based on simulations of QSO accretion disks and dusty
torii, blueward of rest-frame �4µm, (observed �10 µm) the
accretion disk makes a dominant contribution to the QSO
emission (Sluse et al. 2013). From chromatic microlensing
studies of this system, the quasar accretion continuum emis-
sion has a half light radius of � 1016.3±0.3 cm (or 0.003 pc)
at a rest-frame wavelength of 8000 Å. Sluse et al. (2012)
estimate the MgII broad line region size to be � 1018±1 cm
(or 0.03 pc). These sizes correspond to 0.5�5µas at the lens
redshift, and are thus affected by stellar microlensing. Bon-
vin et al. (2016) have inferred the approximate observed R
band (rest frame � 2500Å) stellar microlensing as a function
of time for each of the images since 2003. Figure 4 shows an
estimate for the microlensing effect on the flux ratios as a
function of time assuming a ‘true’ flux ratio value indicated
by the straight lines. The Bonvin et al. (2016) model has
degeneracies between the intrinsic QSO variability and the
microlensing variability, thus Figure 4 should be taken as an
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Figure 1. Demonstration of the forward modeling method used to infer spectral parameters. Note that the image contrasts have been
altered between images to highlight different features. Panel i) Drizzled F140W image, arrow indicates North. Panel ii) Interlaced
G141W grism image, with light dispersed along the x-axis of the F140W image. QSO spectra (A-D) are labeled. They overlap with
spectra from the ring, the main deflector (G) and the spiral galaxy (G2). Blue arrows indicate the location of narrow [OIII] 4959 and
5007 Å emission which are partially blended at this resolution. Column iii) MCMC proposed 1D spectra for four of the seven components
labelled in panel i. Each of the QSO images A-D has a separate model spectrum (shown in Figure 3), only spectrum A is shown here.
Column iv) Model direct image for each separate spectral component, described in the text. The central QSO pixels are masked in
the ring model to account for noisy PSF subtraction in this region. Column v) Model 2D grism images for each spectral component
generated from convolving the model spectra in column iii with the model direct image in column iv. Panels vi, vii) Final, combined
model direct image and model grism image, generated from the sum of columns iv and v respectively (and the other three QSO images
not shown). Colors are the same as in columns iii, iv and v. The goodness of fit is calculated by the �2 difference between true and model
2D G141 images.

Figure 1 illustrates how the model 2D direct image compo-
nents are dispersed into the model 2D grism image for each
MCMC step.

4 SPECTRAL FORWARD MODELING
RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the 1D model, data and residual ‘traces’ for
the four lensed QSO images. These traces are obtained by in-
tegrating the flux along the y axis in the 2D image, weighted
by the relative flux of the direct F140 model PSF along that
axis. Jumps in flux are due to small misalignments between
the dispersion axis and the detector axis. This comparison
shows that the input model provides an excellent fit to the
observed spectra.

From the spectral modelling we obtain flux ratios be-
tween the broad H� fluxes and the [OIII] fluxes from the
image pairs A/C, B/C, D/C. Given that the intrinsic quasar
luminosity is not known, gravitational lensing analyses rely
on ratios of image fluxes rather than their absolute values.
In Figure 3, we compare these flux ratios with measurements
from other studies across a range of filters and for fixed filters
at multiple dates. These measurements are chosen to repre-
sent how the flux ratios vary with wavelength and time, and
are only a small subset of the many measurements of this
system obtained for time variability studies (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006, e.g.). Table
A2 contains references and observing dates for all flux ratios
plotted in Figure 3.

The narrow [OIII] flux ratios are strikingly different
from optical to mid-IR flux ratios which are subject to con-
tamination by microlensing and intrinsic QSO time variabil-
ity.

HE0435 has been monitored for 15 years (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006), and during
that time has shown highly variable broad band flux ratios
due to stellar microlensing and intrinsic variability. The in-
trinsic variability which particularly affects images B and D
which have time delays of over a week with relative to images
A and C. Figure 3 highlights several repeat measurements
of the system which show significant variability.

Based on simulations of QSO accretion disks and dusty
torii, blueward of rest-frame �4µm, (observed �10 µm) the
accretion disk makes a dominant contribution to the QSO
emission (Sluse et al. 2013). From chromatic microlensing
studies of this system, the quasar accretion continuum emis-
sion has a half light radius of � 1016.3±0.3 cm (or 0.003 pc)
at a rest-frame wavelength of 8000 Å. Sluse et al. (2012)
estimate the MgII broad line region size to be � 1018±1 cm
(or 0.03 pc). These sizes correspond to 0.5�5µas at the lens
redshift, and are thus affected by stellar microlensing. Bon-
vin et al. (2016) have inferred the approximate observed R
band (rest frame � 2500Å) stellar microlensing as a function
of time for each of the images since 2003. Figure 4 shows an
estimate for the microlensing effect on the flux ratios as a
function of time assuming a ‘true’ flux ratio value indicated
by the straight lines. The Bonvin et al. (2016) model has
degeneracies between the intrinsic QSO variability and the
microlensing variability, thus Figure 4 should be taken as an
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generated from convolving the model spectra in column iii with the model direct image in column iv. Panels vi, vii) Final, combined
model direct image and model grism image, generated from the sum of columns iv and v respectively (and the other three QSO images
not shown). Colors are the same as in columns iii, iv and v. The goodness of fit is calculated by the �2 difference between true and model
2D G141 images.
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tegrating the flux along the y axis in the 2D image, weighted
by the relative flux of the direct F140 model PSF along that
axis. Jumps in flux are due to small misalignments between
the dispersion axis and the detector axis. This comparison
shows that the input model provides an excellent fit to the
observed spectra.

From the spectral modelling we obtain flux ratios be-
tween the broad H� fluxes and the [OIII] fluxes from the
image pairs A/C, B/C, D/C. Given that the intrinsic quasar
luminosity is not known, gravitational lensing analyses rely
on ratios of image fluxes rather than their absolute values.
In Figure 3, we compare these flux ratios with measurements
from other studies across a range of filters and for fixed filters
at multiple dates. These measurements are chosen to repre-
sent how the flux ratios vary with wavelength and time, and
are only a small subset of the many measurements of this
system obtained for time variability studies (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006, e.g.). Table
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plotted in Figure 3.
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from optical to mid-IR flux ratios which are subject to con-
tamination by microlensing and intrinsic QSO time variabil-
ity.

HE0435 has been monitored for 15 years (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006), and during
that time has shown highly variable broad band flux ratios
due to stellar microlensing and intrinsic variability. The in-
trinsic variability which particularly affects images B and D
which have time delays of over a week with relative to images
A and C. Figure 3 highlights several repeat measurements
of the system which show significant variability.

Based on simulations of QSO accretion disks and dusty
torii, blueward of rest-frame �4µm, (observed �10 µm) the
accretion disk makes a dominant contribution to the QSO
emission (Sluse et al. 2013). From chromatic microlensing
studies of this system, the quasar accretion continuum emis-
sion has a half light radius of � 1016.3±0.3 cm (or 0.003 pc)
at a rest-frame wavelength of 8000 Å. Sluse et al. (2012)
estimate the MgII broad line region size to be � 1018±1 cm
(or 0.03 pc). These sizes correspond to 0.5�5µas at the lens
redshift, and are thus affected by stellar microlensing. Bon-
vin et al. (2016) have inferred the approximate observed R
band (rest frame � 2500Å) stellar microlensing as a function
of time for each of the images since 2003. Figure 4 shows an
estimate for the microlensing effect on the flux ratios as a
function of time assuming a ‘true’ flux ratio value indicated
by the straight lines. The Bonvin et al. (2016) model has
degeneracies between the intrinsic QSO variability and the
microlensing variability, thus Figure 4 should be taken as an
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Figure 2. Lensed quasar spectra extracted along the x-axis of the 2D grism image (Figure 1) via PSF weighted averaging along the
y-axis. Absolute fluxes are arbitrary. 1D Spectra include contamination from neighboring dispersed QSO images, lens galaxy light, the
lens ring, and the nearby spiral galaxy G2 as illustrated in Figure 1. The residual is derived by subtracting the 2D model from the
2D interlaced data, and then performing the PSF weighted y-axis averaging, thus it is not a simple subtraction of the blue line from
the black points. The residual has been offset from zero by the amount indicated by the horizontal lines for ease of visualization. The
modelled region varies slightly for each image depending on its position in the 2D image.

approximate estimate of the magnitude of microlensing at a
given time. The amplitude of microlensing depends on the
source size. Given that bluer wavelengths are emitted from
smaller regions of the QSO accretion disc, thus bluer filters
are more strongly affected by microlensing than theBonvin
et al. (2016) result would indicate, while redder continuum
measurements are expected to be less affected. Blackburne
et al. (2014) have performed a detailed study of differential
microlensing as a function of wavelength for this system,
their data are included in Figure 3, and in Table A2.

The broad line emission flux ratios of both H� from
this study and CIII] and CIV from Wisotzki et al. (2003)
are closer to the narrow-line emission flux ratios, which is
consistent with microlensing being a function of emission
region size.

We can test for the effects of microlensing on our data
by comparing the relative amplitudes of emission features in
our inferred spectra. In Figure 5, we plot the marginalised
lensed image spectra from our analysis, normalised to the
continuum flux at 5100 Å in order to highlight how the emis-
sion features vary relative to each other between the lensed
images. Image A shows significant morphological differences
with an [OIII] flux which is much lower relative to the con-
tinuum emission than the other three images, indicating that
there is significant source-size dependent lensing. This find-
ing is consistent with the inferred R band microlensing of

image A in particular observed by Bonvin et al. (2016) and
plotted in Figure 4. The difference in the image A H� flux
and the narrow-line flux is not as dramatic. This is expected
given that the H� flux is less affected by microlensing than
the continuum.

The narrow-line [OIII] flux ratios are consistent with
5 GHz radio measurements fromJackson et al. (2015), with
A/C, B/C and D/C differing at 0.25, 1.8 and 2.2 � respec-
tively. This is expected given that both sources are expected
to be extended enough to avoid all microlensing contami-
nation. Although the results do not differ significantly, we
note that Jackson et al. (2015) found that their radio emis-
sion was somewhat resolved, with an intrinsic source size of
� � 288 pc, assuming the source had a Gaussian flux distri-
bution. This affects the flux ratios predicted from gravita-
tional lensing relative to a point source for a fixed deflector
mass model. We discuss this further in Section 6, where we
also place limits on the detected size of the narrow-emission
region in our data and we examine the effects of a resolved
narrow emission line region on our results.

5 GRAVITATIONAL LENS MODELING

The lensed image positions and [OIII] flux ratios are sensi-
tive to the mass distribution of the deflector. As discussed in
the Introduction, the image fluxes are particularly sensitive
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Figure 2. Results from Nierenberg et al. (2017) for the HST grism spectra of HE0435
(GO-13732). From left to right: (1): Direct image of HE0435 (2): Dispersed G141 spectra.
(3): 1D psf-weighted trace of the dispersed spectrum of image A. [OIII] emission fluxes
provide a microlensing free probe of substructure along the entire virial radius of the lens
halo. The blue line and gray points represent the trace and model residual of the 2D model
for image A respectively. The model accounts for blending between neighboring quasar
spectra (see N17 for details).(4): Inferred spectrum of image A with narrow [OIII] and
broad H� emission components
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Figure 1. The substructure problem. In simulations (top, from Kravtsov 2010), galaxies and clusters
are self-similar and should have the same amount of satellites. In reality, this is not observed: galaxies
have many fewer (luminous) satellites than expected based on dark matter substructure. Does this mean
they are dark, or that they do not exist? Answering this question is the goal of this program.

Figure 2. HST-F160W images of the targets taken from the CASTLES database, sorted by RA.
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they are dark, or that they do not exist? Answering this question is the goal of this program.
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Figure 3. Signal-to-noise ratio maps for the proposed experiment: The top row shows the expected
S/N maps obtained by rescaling the total line flux by the flux ratios as measured in the continuum from
HST. The bottom row shows the expected S/N maps obtained by rescaling the total line flux by the flux
ratios predicted by smooth models without substructure (see Table 1). The difference is apparent by
eye. All simulations have been performed using the OSIRIS ETC developed by David Law assuming
exposure times of 10800s (0810), 7200s (for 0924 and 1138), a3600s (for 1413 and 1422). The S/N
ratio scale shown is 0-50 for 0810, 0924 and 1138 and 0-150 for 1413 and 1422. The field of view
shown is the OSIRIS field of view for 0.0500 pixels in the appropriate narrow band filter.

Figure 4. Left Mid-IR Subaru image of
1422; note how A and B are blended, while D
is undetected (Chiba et al. 2005). Our experi-
ment will detect D and resolve all four images
(see Figure 3).Right: Mid-IR image of 1413
(MacLeod et al. 2009).
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Figure 1. Left : Strong gravitational lensing provides a powerful test of CDM, as each
strongly lensed image probes low mass dark matter structure along the entire virial radius
of a lens halo. Right : The sensitivity of strongly lensed quasar narrow-line emission to dark
matter substructure, for the gravitational lens HE0435 (GO-13732, Nierenberg et al. 2017)
using WFC3 grism spatially resolved spectroscopy (see Figure 2 below).Black points
indicate the projected region in which a subhalo with mass M600 = 108M� is excluded at a
3� confidence allowing full flexibility in the large-scale macromodel. The average excluded
region is a cylinder with radius ⇠6 kpc at the redshift of the lens. A similar analysis yields
an exclusion of M600 = 107M� subhalos within ⇠ 0.6 kpc of each lensed imageNarrow-line flux ratios in HE0435 5
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Figure 1. Demonstration of the forward modeling method used to infer spectral parameters. Note that the image contrasts have been
altered between images to highlight different features. Panel i) Drizzled F140W image, arrow indicates North. Panel ii) Interlaced
G141W grism image, with light dispersed along the x-axis of the F140W image. QSO spectra (A-D) are labeled. They overlap with
spectra from the ring, the main deflector (G) and the spiral galaxy (G2). Blue arrows indicate the location of narrow [OIII] 4959 and
5007 Å emission which are partially blended at this resolution. Column iii) MCMC proposed 1D spectra for four of the seven components
labelled in panel i. Each of the QSO images A-D has a separate model spectrum (shown in Figure 3), only spectrum A is shown here.
Column iv) Model direct image for each separate spectral component, described in the text. The central QSO pixels are masked in
the ring model to account for noisy PSF subtraction in this region. Column v) Model 2D grism images for each spectral component
generated from convolving the model spectra in column iii with the model direct image in column iv. Panels vi, vii) Final, combined
model direct image and model grism image, generated from the sum of columns iv and v respectively (and the other three QSO images
not shown). Colors are the same as in columns iii, iv and v. The goodness of fit is calculated by the �2 difference between true and model
2D G141 images.

Figure 1 illustrates how the model 2D direct image compo-
nents are dispersed into the model 2D grism image for each
MCMC step.

4 SPECTRAL FORWARD MODELING
RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the 1D model, data and residual ‘traces’ for
the four lensed QSO images. These traces are obtained by in-
tegrating the flux along the y axis in the 2D image, weighted
by the relative flux of the direct F140 model PSF along that
axis. Jumps in flux are due to small misalignments between
the dispersion axis and the detector axis. This comparison
shows that the input model provides an excellent fit to the
observed spectra.

From the spectral modelling we obtain flux ratios be-
tween the broad H� fluxes and the [OIII] fluxes from the
image pairs A/C, B/C, D/C. Given that the intrinsic quasar
luminosity is not known, gravitational lensing analyses rely
on ratios of image fluxes rather than their absolute values.
In Figure 3, we compare these flux ratios with measurements
from other studies across a range of filters and for fixed filters
at multiple dates. These measurements are chosen to repre-
sent how the flux ratios vary with wavelength and time, and
are only a small subset of the many measurements of this
system obtained for time variability studies (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006, e.g.). Table
A2 contains references and observing dates for all flux ratios
plotted in Figure 3.

The narrow [OIII] flux ratios are strikingly different
from optical to mid-IR flux ratios which are subject to con-
tamination by microlensing and intrinsic QSO time variabil-
ity.

HE0435 has been monitored for 15 years (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006), and during
that time has shown highly variable broad band flux ratios
due to stellar microlensing and intrinsic variability. The in-
trinsic variability which particularly affects images B and D
which have time delays of over a week with relative to images
A and C. Figure 3 highlights several repeat measurements
of the system which show significant variability.

Based on simulations of QSO accretion disks and dusty
torii, blueward of rest-frame �4µm, (observed �10 µm) the
accretion disk makes a dominant contribution to the QSO
emission (Sluse et al. 2013). From chromatic microlensing
studies of this system, the quasar accretion continuum emis-
sion has a half light radius of � 1016.3±0.3 cm (or 0.003 pc)
at a rest-frame wavelength of 8000 Å. Sluse et al. (2012)
estimate the MgII broad line region size to be � 1018±1 cm
(or 0.03 pc). These sizes correspond to 0.5�5µas at the lens
redshift, and are thus affected by stellar microlensing. Bon-
vin et al. (2016) have inferred the approximate observed R
band (rest frame � 2500Å) stellar microlensing as a function
of time for each of the images since 2003. Figure 4 shows an
estimate for the microlensing effect on the flux ratios as a
function of time assuming a ‘true’ flux ratio value indicated
by the straight lines. The Bonvin et al. (2016) model has
degeneracies between the intrinsic QSO variability and the
microlensing variability, thus Figure 4 should be taken as an
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Figure 1. Demonstration of the forward modeling method used to infer spectral parameters. Note that the image contrasts have been
altered between images to highlight different features. Panel i) Drizzled F140W image, arrow indicates North. Panel ii) Interlaced
G141W grism image, with light dispersed along the x-axis of the F140W image. QSO spectra (A-D) are labeled. They overlap with
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5007 Å emission which are partially blended at this resolution. Column iii) MCMC proposed 1D spectra for four of the seven components
labelled in panel i. Each of the QSO images A-D has a separate model spectrum (shown in Figure 3), only spectrum A is shown here.
Column iv) Model direct image for each separate spectral component, described in the text. The central QSO pixels are masked in
the ring model to account for noisy PSF subtraction in this region. Column v) Model 2D grism images for each spectral component
generated from convolving the model spectra in column iii with the model direct image in column iv. Panels vi, vii) Final, combined
model direct image and model grism image, generated from the sum of columns iv and v respectively (and the other three QSO images
not shown). Colors are the same as in columns iii, iv and v. The goodness of fit is calculated by the �2 difference between true and model
2D G141 images.

Figure 1 illustrates how the model 2D direct image compo-
nents are dispersed into the model 2D grism image for each
MCMC step.

4 SPECTRAL FORWARD MODELING
RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the 1D model, data and residual ‘traces’ for
the four lensed QSO images. These traces are obtained by in-
tegrating the flux along the y axis in the 2D image, weighted
by the relative flux of the direct F140 model PSF along that
axis. Jumps in flux are due to small misalignments between
the dispersion axis and the detector axis. This comparison
shows that the input model provides an excellent fit to the
observed spectra.

From the spectral modelling we obtain flux ratios be-
tween the broad H� fluxes and the [OIII] fluxes from the
image pairs A/C, B/C, D/C. Given that the intrinsic quasar
luminosity is not known, gravitational lensing analyses rely
on ratios of image fluxes rather than their absolute values.
In Figure 3, we compare these flux ratios with measurements
from other studies across a range of filters and for fixed filters
at multiple dates. These measurements are chosen to repre-
sent how the flux ratios vary with wavelength and time, and
are only a small subset of the many measurements of this
system obtained for time variability studies (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006, e.g.). Table
A2 contains references and observing dates for all flux ratios
plotted in Figure 3.

The narrow [OIII] flux ratios are strikingly different
from optical to mid-IR flux ratios which are subject to con-
tamination by microlensing and intrinsic QSO time variabil-
ity.

HE0435 has been monitored for 15 years (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006), and during
that time has shown highly variable broad band flux ratios
due to stellar microlensing and intrinsic variability. The in-
trinsic variability which particularly affects images B and D
which have time delays of over a week with relative to images
A and C. Figure 3 highlights several repeat measurements
of the system which show significant variability.

Based on simulations of QSO accretion disks and dusty
torii, blueward of rest-frame �4µm, (observed �10 µm) the
accretion disk makes a dominant contribution to the QSO
emission (Sluse et al. 2013). From chromatic microlensing
studies of this system, the quasar accretion continuum emis-
sion has a half light radius of � 1016.3±0.3 cm (or 0.003 pc)
at a rest-frame wavelength of 8000 Å. Sluse et al. (2012)
estimate the MgII broad line region size to be � 1018±1 cm
(or 0.03 pc). These sizes correspond to 0.5�5µas at the lens
redshift, and are thus affected by stellar microlensing. Bon-
vin et al. (2016) have inferred the approximate observed R
band (rest frame � 2500Å) stellar microlensing as a function
of time for each of the images since 2003. Figure 4 shows an
estimate for the microlensing effect on the flux ratios as a
function of time assuming a ‘true’ flux ratio value indicated
by the straight lines. The Bonvin et al. (2016) model has
degeneracies between the intrinsic QSO variability and the
microlensing variability, thus Figure 4 should be taken as an
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Figure 1. Demonstration of the forward modeling method used to infer spectral parameters. Note that the image contrasts have been
altered between images to highlight different features. Panel i) Drizzled F140W image, arrow indicates North. Panel ii) Interlaced
G141W grism image, with light dispersed along the x-axis of the F140W image. QSO spectra (A-D) are labeled. They overlap with
spectra from the ring, the main deflector (G) and the spiral galaxy (G2). Blue arrows indicate the location of narrow [OIII] 4959 and
5007 Å emission which are partially blended at this resolution. Column iii) MCMC proposed 1D spectra for four of the seven components
labelled in panel i. Each of the QSO images A-D has a separate model spectrum (shown in Figure 3), only spectrum A is shown here.
Column iv) Model direct image for each separate spectral component, described in the text. The central QSO pixels are masked in
the ring model to account for noisy PSF subtraction in this region. Column v) Model 2D grism images for each spectral component
generated from convolving the model spectra in column iii with the model direct image in column iv. Panels vi, vii) Final, combined
model direct image and model grism image, generated from the sum of columns iv and v respectively (and the other three QSO images
not shown). Colors are the same as in columns iii, iv and v. The goodness of fit is calculated by the �2 difference between true and model
2D G141 images.
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nents are dispersed into the model 2D grism image for each
MCMC step.
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the four lensed QSO images. These traces are obtained by in-
tegrating the flux along the y axis in the 2D image, weighted
by the relative flux of the direct F140 model PSF along that
axis. Jumps in flux are due to small misalignments between
the dispersion axis and the detector axis. This comparison
shows that the input model provides an excellent fit to the
observed spectra.

From the spectral modelling we obtain flux ratios be-
tween the broad H� fluxes and the [OIII] fluxes from the
image pairs A/C, B/C, D/C. Given that the intrinsic quasar
luminosity is not known, gravitational lensing analyses rely
on ratios of image fluxes rather than their absolute values.
In Figure 3, we compare these flux ratios with measurements
from other studies across a range of filters and for fixed filters
at multiple dates. These measurements are chosen to repre-
sent how the flux ratios vary with wavelength and time, and
are only a small subset of the many measurements of this
system obtained for time variability studies (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006, e.g.). Table
A2 contains references and observing dates for all flux ratios
plotted in Figure 3.

The narrow [OIII] flux ratios are strikingly different
from optical to mid-IR flux ratios which are subject to con-
tamination by microlensing and intrinsic QSO time variabil-
ity.

HE0435 has been monitored for 15 years (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006), and during
that time has shown highly variable broad band flux ratios
due to stellar microlensing and intrinsic variability. The in-
trinsic variability which particularly affects images B and D
which have time delays of over a week with relative to images
A and C. Figure 3 highlights several repeat measurements
of the system which show significant variability.

Based on simulations of QSO accretion disks and dusty
torii, blueward of rest-frame �4µm, (observed �10 µm) the
accretion disk makes a dominant contribution to the QSO
emission (Sluse et al. 2013). From chromatic microlensing
studies of this system, the quasar accretion continuum emis-
sion has a half light radius of � 1016.3±0.3 cm (or 0.003 pc)
at a rest-frame wavelength of 8000 Å. Sluse et al. (2012)
estimate the MgII broad line region size to be � 1018±1 cm
(or 0.03 pc). These sizes correspond to 0.5�5µas at the lens
redshift, and are thus affected by stellar microlensing. Bon-
vin et al. (2016) have inferred the approximate observed R
band (rest frame � 2500Å) stellar microlensing as a function
of time for each of the images since 2003. Figure 4 shows an
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degeneracies between the intrinsic QSO variability and the
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Figure 2. Lensed quasar spectra extracted along the x-axis of the 2D grism image (Figure 1) via PSF weighted averaging along the
y-axis. Absolute fluxes are arbitrary. 1D Spectra include contamination from neighboring dispersed QSO images, lens galaxy light, the
lens ring, and the nearby spiral galaxy G2 as illustrated in Figure 1. The residual is derived by subtracting the 2D model from the
2D interlaced data, and then performing the PSF weighted y-axis averaging, thus it is not a simple subtraction of the blue line from
the black points. The residual has been offset from zero by the amount indicated by the horizontal lines for ease of visualization. The
modelled region varies slightly for each image depending on its position in the 2D image.

approximate estimate of the magnitude of microlensing at a
given time. The amplitude of microlensing depends on the
source size. Given that bluer wavelengths are emitted from
smaller regions of the QSO accretion disc, thus bluer filters
are more strongly affected by microlensing than theBonvin
et al. (2016) result would indicate, while redder continuum
measurements are expected to be less affected. Blackburne
et al. (2014) have performed a detailed study of differential
microlensing as a function of wavelength for this system,
their data are included in Figure 3, and in Table A2.

The broad line emission flux ratios of both H� from
this study and CIII] and CIV from Wisotzki et al. (2003)
are closer to the narrow-line emission flux ratios, which is
consistent with microlensing being a function of emission
region size.

We can test for the effects of microlensing on our data
by comparing the relative amplitudes of emission features in
our inferred spectra. In Figure 5, we plot the marginalised
lensed image spectra from our analysis, normalised to the
continuum flux at 5100 Å in order to highlight how the emis-
sion features vary relative to each other between the lensed
images. Image A shows significant morphological differences
with an [OIII] flux which is much lower relative to the con-
tinuum emission than the other three images, indicating that
there is significant source-size dependent lensing. This find-
ing is consistent with the inferred R band microlensing of

image A in particular observed by Bonvin et al. (2016) and
plotted in Figure 4. The difference in the image A H� flux
and the narrow-line flux is not as dramatic. This is expected
given that the H� flux is less affected by microlensing than
the continuum.

The narrow-line [OIII] flux ratios are consistent with
5 GHz radio measurements fromJackson et al. (2015), with
A/C, B/C and D/C differing at 0.25, 1.8 and 2.2 � respec-
tively. This is expected given that both sources are expected
to be extended enough to avoid all microlensing contami-
nation. Although the results do not differ significantly, we
note that Jackson et al. (2015) found that their radio emis-
sion was somewhat resolved, with an intrinsic source size of
� � 288 pc, assuming the source had a Gaussian flux distri-
bution. This affects the flux ratios predicted from gravita-
tional lensing relative to a point source for a fixed deflector
mass model. We discuss this further in Section 6, where we
also place limits on the detected size of the narrow-emission
region in our data and we examine the effects of a resolved
narrow emission line region on our results.

5 GRAVITATIONAL LENS MODELING

The lensed image positions and [OIII] flux ratios are sensi-
tive to the mass distribution of the deflector. As discussed in
the Introduction, the image fluxes are particularly sensitive
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Figure 2. Results from Nierenberg et al. (2017) for the HST grism spectra of HE0435
(GO-13732). From left to right: (1): Direct image of HE0435 (2): Dispersed G141 spectra.
(3): 1D psf-weighted trace of the dispersed spectrum of image A. [OIII] emission fluxes
provide a microlensing free probe of substructure along the entire virial radius of the lens
halo. The blue line and gray points represent the trace and model residual of the 2D model
for image A respectively. The model accounts for blending between neighboring quasar
spectra (see N17 for details).(4): Inferred spectrum of image A with narrow [OIII] and
broad H� emission components
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FIG. 2.ÈContour plot of 5 GHz map of MG 0414]0534 on 1993
January 15. Contour levels are [0.375%, 0.375%, 0.75%, 1.5%, 3%, 6%,
12%, 24%, 48%, and 96% of the peak intensity of 398 mJy beam~1. The
rms noise level is 200 kJy beam~1. The box in the upper right corner shows
the beam FWHM ellipse. The map is centered at R.A. decl.04h14m37s.707,

(J2000).]05¡34@43A.19

approximately 2 mJy visible at 15 GHz. The extensions are
consistent with the structure seen in a 5 GHz MERLIN
image et al. and with that seen in the Hubble(Garrett 1992)
Space Telescope (HST ) image of Lehaç r, & ShapiroFalco,

FIG. 3.ÈContour plot of 8 GHz map of MG 0414]0534 on 1993
January 15. Contour levels are [0.1875%, 0.1875%, 0.375%, 0.75%, 1.5%,
3%, 6%, 12%, 24%, 48%, and 96% of the peak intensity of 238 mJy
beam~1. The rms noise level is 120 kJy beam~1. The box in the upper right
corner shows the beam FWHM ellipse. The map is centered at R.A.

decl. (J2000).04h14m37s.708, ]05¡34@43A.19

FIG. 4.ÈContour plot of 15 GHz map of MG 0414]0534 on 1993
January 15. Contour levels are [0.375%, 0.375%, 0.75%, 1.5%, 3%, 6%,
12%, 24%, 48%, and 96% of the peak intensity of 159 mJy beam~1. The
rms noise level is 250 kJy beam~1. The box in the upper right corner shows
the beam FWHM ellipse. The map is centered at R.A. decl.04h14m37s.708,

(J2000).]05¡34@43A.19

Our data provide upper limits on the surface bright-(1996).
ness of a –fth image of the background source and on any
emission associated with the lensing galaxy. If we take these
limits to be 10 times the rms surface brightness in each map,

FIG. 5.ÈContour plot of 22 GHz map of MG 0414]0534 on 1994 Apr
1. Contour levels are [0.75%, 0.75%, 1.5%, 3%, 6%, 12%, 24%, 48%, and
96% of the peak intensity of 112 mJy beam~1. The rms noise level is 330
kJy beam~1. The box in the upper right corner shows the beam FWHM
ellipse. The map is centered at R.A. decl.04h14m37s.708, ]05¡34@43A.19
(J2000).

15	GHz,	Katz	et	al.	1997		

Gravitational	lens	MG	0414	
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Gravitational microlensing of AGN dusty tori 5

Figure 1. Left panel: Microlensing magnification map, with 61.42 pc (1156 RE) on the side. Average surface mass density and shear take value of κ = γ =

0.4. White circles indicate sizes of tori used in this study (Rout = 3 and 10 pc). Right panel: zoom-in on the square with 12 pc on the side, from which the
light curve of microlensing event is extracted (vertical white line).

1 mμ 2.3 mμ 4.6 mμ 9.7 mμ

Figure 2. Top row: images of torus at different wavelengths, face-on view. From left to right, panels represent model images at 1, 2.3, 4.6, and 9.7 µm. All
images are given in the same, logarithmic color scale. The visible squared structure is due to the clumps which in our model are in the form of cubes. The
adopted values of torus model parameters are: optical depth τ9.7 = 5, dust distribution parameters p = 1 and q = 2, the half opening angle Θ = 50◦ ,
the relative clump size ξ = 12.5, the inner and outer radius Rin = 0.8 and Rout = 3 pc, respectively. Bottom row: microlensing magnification maps after
convolution with the corresponding tori images from the top row. Maps correspond to the region shown in the right panel of Fig. 1. For clarity, a different scale
of coloring for each map is adopted, so that the details of each image are visible.
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Stalevski	et	al.	2012	
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in the following form is used to map the ray from the observer,
through the lens, and into the source:

~y ¼
1" c 0
0 1þ c

! "
~x" rc~x"

XN$

i¼1

mið~x" ~xiÞ
ð~x" ~xiÞ2

: ð1Þ

Here, ~x and ~y are the location of a light ray in the lens and source
plane respectively, ~xi and mi are the mass and co-ordinates of the
ith microlensing star. For the remaining terms in this expression,
rc represents the local density of smooth matter in the galaxy,
whereas c, known as the shear, encapsulates the large-scale asym-
metry in the galaxy mass distribution. The surface density of com-
pact objects (assumed to be uniform), is also used in modelling and
simulations and is given by rs. The distance scale used in lensing is
the Einstein Radius (ER), the radius of a ring produced by lensing of
a source that is directly behind a point lens in a line from lens to ob-
server. Einstein Radii are used to refer to the extent of observed
images on the sky, and are derived from the mass of the lens and
the distances to the lens and source.

2.2. Numerical approach

Clearly, Eq. (1) can also be seen as a mapping from a source
location, ~y, to a number of image (or observed) positions ~x; it is
apparent that this mapping is one-to-many, with a single source
resulting in a number of images (dependent upon the number of
microlensing masses N$). However, reversing the mapping from
the image plane back to the source is one-to-one and hence an ‘‘in-
verse ray-tracing” mechanism (Glassner, 1989) is typically em-
ployed in the study of microlensing. With this, the observer
sends out a large number of rays into the image plane. For each
ray, the deflection angle is calculated through Eq. (1) and the ray
is mapped into the source plane and collected on a grid. After all
the rays are followed, the density of rays in the binned-up map
of their source positions is directly proportional to the magnifica-
tion of a source at that location; Fig. 1 presents an example of such
a map, where light regions correspond to a high density of col-
lected rays (i.e. strong magnification) whereas dark regions corre-
spond to the opposite situation.

A deeper examination of Eq. (1) reveals that the computation-
ally intensive aspect of undertaking such ray-tracing is the sum
over the microlensing masses when calculating the deflection an-
gles; in typical simulations, there could be 105 ! 106 masses, with
the tracing of ' 1011rays required to achieve sufficient density in

the source plane. Following the seminal work by Kayser et al.
(1986), Wambsganss (1999) implemented an inverse ray-tracing
approach which has become the ‘‘industry standard”, utilizing a
tree-algorithm to ease the sum over the microlensing deflection
angles. The advent of this approach has allowed the analysis of
the magnification patterns of microlensed quasars (Wambsganss,
1992), the structure of quasar broad line emission regions (Keeton
et al., 2006; Lewis and Ibata, 2004), chromatic effects in microlen-
sing (Wambsganss and Paczynski, 1991), the nature of dark matter
in lensing galaxies (Lewis and Gil-Merino, 2006; Pooley et al.,
2009; Schechter and Wambsganss, 2002), and the effect of source
size on microlensing (Bate et al., 2008; Mortonson et al., 2005),
among others.

3. New physical challenges

Several quasar systems appear to possess anomalous flux ratios
(Blackburne et al., 2006; Eigenbrod et al., 2006; Ota et al., 2006;
Pooley et al., 2006), meaning that the observed image brightnesses
differ significantly from predictions drawn from gravitational lens
models possessing mass distributions that are smooth on galactic
scales. Two key hypotheses have been put forward to explain these
observations; either these anomalous ratios are due to millilensing
by ' 106 M( clumps of dark matter in the halo of the lensing gal-
axy (Chiba, 2002; Dalal and Kochanek, 2002; Metcalf and Madau,
2001; Mao and Schneider, 1998), or the quasars are microlensed
by stars embedded in an overall smooth dark matter distribution
(Witt et al., 1995). The former proposal is attractive as it may pro-
vide the first direct measurement of the missing substructure ex-
pected from galactic build-up in cold dark matter formation
scenarios. The latter proposal is also important, potentially probing
the fundamental nature of dark matter, as will be explained below.

The original proposal by Witt et al. (1995) considered a smooth
dark matter component which actually suppresses the image flux
for long periods, leading to the apparently anomalous flux ratios.
However, Schechter and Wambsganss (2002) questioned this
hypothesis, suggesting that the dark matter could in fact be com-
posed of substellar compact objects, and that the existence of such
a compact component could imprint itself on the resulting gravita-
tional lens statistics. In studying the microlensing hypothesis, a
number of of numerical simulations were undertaken by Schechter
and Wambsganss (2002) using the backwards ray-shooting ap-
proach, and Fig. 2 illustrates several examples of the parameters
employed. Fig. 2(a) simulates a galaxy of a few thousand stars all
of one solar mass ðM( Þ, with rs ¼ 0:475 and c ¼ 0:425. Fig. 2(b)
and 2(c) use the same parameters but two different masses for
rs: 2% of the mass is in stars of mass M( , and the rest is contained
in small compact objects, 0:01 M( in (b) and 0:001 M( objects in
(c). The final panel, Fig. 2(d), presents the case of a smooth dark
matter component ðrs ¼ 0:0095;rc ¼ 0:4655; c ¼ 0:425Þ; as
shown in Lewis and Gil-Merino (2006), when the mass of the com-
pact dark matter component is made smaller, the general scale of
caustic structure is reduced, although large-scale caustic features,
due to the presence of the solar mass stars in the simulations, re-
main. In comparing the lower two panels in Fig. 2, the large-scale
caustic structure is the same in the small compact and smooth dark
matter cases, but the smaller scale structure is quite different (in
fact, it is non-existent in the smooth matter case). Lewis and
Gil-Merino (2006) went on to show that, even though the large
scale caustic structure is similar, the presence of the small scale
caustics imprints itself on the statistical properties of the microlen-
sing, with the lower panels possessing quite different magnifica-
tion probability distributions. However, convolving these maps
with a finite source radius washes out the small scale caustic struc-
ture, and for large enough sources the convolved compact mass

Fig. 1. An example of a gravitational microlensing magnification map generated via
inverse ray tracing. The lens consists of 435 stars each of 1 solar mass ðM( Þ,
randomly distributed, with mass parameters rs ¼ 0:39; c ¼ 0:10. The viewing
window is 8 ER in width. Light shading corresponds to regions of high magnifi-
cation, whereas darker regions represent demagnification.
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¡  Traditionally	l imited	to	7	radio	loud	
lensed	quasars	(Dalal	and	Kochanek	
2002)-	new	sample	of	7	radio-loud	lenses	
recently	by	Hsueh	et	al.	2019	mass	WDM	
>3.8	keV	sterile	neutrino.	Very	rare	

¡  Galaxy-scale	lenses	-Ritondale	et	al.	
2019,	Despali	et	al.	2018,	Spignola	et	al.	
2019,	Vegetti	et	al.	2012,	2014)	~10^9	
M_200	is	the	current	lowest	mass	
detection	with	current	telescope	
resolution.	Arcs	give	good	constraint	on	
macromodels.	

¡  This	work:	More	compact	source	lenses	
with	narrow-line	lensing	

GRAVITATIONAL	LENSING	AS	A	PROBE	
OF	DM	REQUIRES	A	~MAS	SOURCE	

Vegetti	et	al.	2010a	

Patnaik	et	al.	1992	
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Figure 1. Left : Strong gravitational lensing provides a powerful test of CDM, as each
strongly lensed image probes low mass dark matter structure along the entire virial radius
of a lens halo. Right : The sensitivity of strongly lensed quasar narrow-line emission to dark
matter substructure, for the gravitational lens HE0435 (GO-13732, Nierenberg et al. 2017)
using WFC3 grism spatially resolved spectroscopy (see Figure 2 below).Black points
indicate the projected region in which a subhalo with mass M600 = 108M� is excluded at a
3� confidence allowing full flexibility in the large-scale macromodel. The average excluded
region is a cylinder with radius ⇠6 kpc at the redshift of the lens. A similar analysis yields
an exclusion of M600 = 107M� subhalos within ⇠ 0.6 kpc of each lensed imageNarrow-line flux ratios in HE0435 5
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Figure 1. Demonstration of the forward modeling method used to infer spectral parameters. Note that the image contrasts have been
altered between images to highlight different features. Panel i) Drizzled F140W image, arrow indicates North. Panel ii) Interlaced
G141W grism image, with light dispersed along the x-axis of the F140W image. QSO spectra (A-D) are labeled. They overlap with
spectra from the ring, the main deflector (G) and the spiral galaxy (G2). Blue arrows indicate the location of narrow [OIII] 4959 and
5007 Å emission which are partially blended at this resolution. Column iii) MCMC proposed 1D spectra for four of the seven components
labelled in panel i. Each of the QSO images A-D has a separate model spectrum (shown in Figure 3), only spectrum A is shown here.
Column iv) Model direct image for each separate spectral component, described in the text. The central QSO pixels are masked in
the ring model to account for noisy PSF subtraction in this region. Column v) Model 2D grism images for each spectral component
generated from convolving the model spectra in column iii with the model direct image in column iv. Panels vi, vii) Final, combined
model direct image and model grism image, generated from the sum of columns iv and v respectively (and the other three QSO images
not shown). Colors are the same as in columns iii, iv and v. The goodness of fit is calculated by the �2 difference between true and model
2D G141 images.

Figure 1 illustrates how the model 2D direct image compo-
nents are dispersed into the model 2D grism image for each
MCMC step.

4 SPECTRAL FORWARD MODELING
RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the 1D model, data and residual ‘traces’ for
the four lensed QSO images. These traces are obtained by in-
tegrating the flux along the y axis in the 2D image, weighted
by the relative flux of the direct F140 model PSF along that
axis. Jumps in flux are due to small misalignments between
the dispersion axis and the detector axis. This comparison
shows that the input model provides an excellent fit to the
observed spectra.

From the spectral modelling we obtain flux ratios be-
tween the broad H� fluxes and the [OIII] fluxes from the
image pairs A/C, B/C, D/C. Given that the intrinsic quasar
luminosity is not known, gravitational lensing analyses rely
on ratios of image fluxes rather than their absolute values.
In Figure 3, we compare these flux ratios with measurements
from other studies across a range of filters and for fixed filters
at multiple dates. These measurements are chosen to repre-
sent how the flux ratios vary with wavelength and time, and
are only a small subset of the many measurements of this
system obtained for time variability studies (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006, e.g.). Table
A2 contains references and observing dates for all flux ratios
plotted in Figure 3.

The narrow [OIII] flux ratios are strikingly different
from optical to mid-IR flux ratios which are subject to con-
tamination by microlensing and intrinsic QSO time variabil-
ity.

HE0435 has been monitored for 15 years (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006), and during
that time has shown highly variable broad band flux ratios
due to stellar microlensing and intrinsic variability. The in-
trinsic variability which particularly affects images B and D
which have time delays of over a week with relative to images
A and C. Figure 3 highlights several repeat measurements
of the system which show significant variability.

Based on simulations of QSO accretion disks and dusty
torii, blueward of rest-frame �4µm, (observed �10 µm) the
accretion disk makes a dominant contribution to the QSO
emission (Sluse et al. 2013). From chromatic microlensing
studies of this system, the quasar accretion continuum emis-
sion has a half light radius of � 1016.3±0.3 cm (or 0.003 pc)
at a rest-frame wavelength of 8000 Å. Sluse et al. (2012)
estimate the MgII broad line region size to be � 1018±1 cm
(or 0.03 pc). These sizes correspond to 0.5�5µas at the lens
redshift, and are thus affected by stellar microlensing. Bon-
vin et al. (2016) have inferred the approximate observed R
band (rest frame � 2500Å) stellar microlensing as a function
of time for each of the images since 2003. Figure 4 shows an
estimate for the microlensing effect on the flux ratios as a
function of time assuming a ‘true’ flux ratio value indicated
by the straight lines. The Bonvin et al. (2016) model has
degeneracies between the intrinsic QSO variability and the
microlensing variability, thus Figure 4 should be taken as an
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Figure 1. Demonstration of the forward modeling method used to infer spectral parameters. Note that the image contrasts have been
altered between images to highlight different features. Panel i) Drizzled F140W image, arrow indicates North. Panel ii) Interlaced
G141W grism image, with light dispersed along the x-axis of the F140W image. QSO spectra (A-D) are labeled. They overlap with
spectra from the ring, the main deflector (G) and the spiral galaxy (G2). Blue arrows indicate the location of narrow [OIII] 4959 and
5007 Å emission which are partially blended at this resolution. Column iii) MCMC proposed 1D spectra for four of the seven components
labelled in panel i. Each of the QSO images A-D has a separate model spectrum (shown in Figure 3), only spectrum A is shown here.
Column iv) Model direct image for each separate spectral component, described in the text. The central QSO pixels are masked in
the ring model to account for noisy PSF subtraction in this region. Column v) Model 2D grism images for each spectral component
generated from convolving the model spectra in column iii with the model direct image in column iv. Panels vi, vii) Final, combined
model direct image and model grism image, generated from the sum of columns iv and v respectively (and the other three QSO images
not shown). Colors are the same as in columns iii, iv and v. The goodness of fit is calculated by the �2 difference between true and model
2D G141 images.

Figure 1 illustrates how the model 2D direct image compo-
nents are dispersed into the model 2D grism image for each
MCMC step.

4 SPECTRAL FORWARD MODELING
RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the 1D model, data and residual ‘traces’ for
the four lensed QSO images. These traces are obtained by in-
tegrating the flux along the y axis in the 2D image, weighted
by the relative flux of the direct F140 model PSF along that
axis. Jumps in flux are due to small misalignments between
the dispersion axis and the detector axis. This comparison
shows that the input model provides an excellent fit to the
observed spectra.

From the spectral modelling we obtain flux ratios be-
tween the broad H� fluxes and the [OIII] fluxes from the
image pairs A/C, B/C, D/C. Given that the intrinsic quasar
luminosity is not known, gravitational lensing analyses rely
on ratios of image fluxes rather than their absolute values.
In Figure 3, we compare these flux ratios with measurements
from other studies across a range of filters and for fixed filters
at multiple dates. These measurements are chosen to repre-
sent how the flux ratios vary with wavelength and time, and
are only a small subset of the many measurements of this
system obtained for time variability studies (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006, e.g.). Table
A2 contains references and observing dates for all flux ratios
plotted in Figure 3.

The narrow [OIII] flux ratios are strikingly different
from optical to mid-IR flux ratios which are subject to con-
tamination by microlensing and intrinsic QSO time variabil-
ity.

HE0435 has been monitored for 15 years (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006), and during
that time has shown highly variable broad band flux ratios
due to stellar microlensing and intrinsic variability. The in-
trinsic variability which particularly affects images B and D
which have time delays of over a week with relative to images
A and C. Figure 3 highlights several repeat measurements
of the system which show significant variability.

Based on simulations of QSO accretion disks and dusty
torii, blueward of rest-frame �4µm, (observed �10 µm) the
accretion disk makes a dominant contribution to the QSO
emission (Sluse et al. 2013). From chromatic microlensing
studies of this system, the quasar accretion continuum emis-
sion has a half light radius of � 1016.3±0.3 cm (or 0.003 pc)
at a rest-frame wavelength of 8000 Å. Sluse et al. (2012)
estimate the MgII broad line region size to be � 1018±1 cm
(or 0.03 pc). These sizes correspond to 0.5�5µas at the lens
redshift, and are thus affected by stellar microlensing. Bon-
vin et al. (2016) have inferred the approximate observed R
band (rest frame � 2500Å) stellar microlensing as a function
of time for each of the images since 2003. Figure 4 shows an
estimate for the microlensing effect on the flux ratios as a
function of time assuming a ‘true’ flux ratio value indicated
by the straight lines. The Bonvin et al. (2016) model has
degeneracies between the intrinsic QSO variability and the
microlensing variability, thus Figure 4 should be taken as an
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Figure 1. Demonstration of the forward modeling method used to infer spectral parameters. Note that the image contrasts have been
altered between images to highlight different features. Panel i) Drizzled F140W image, arrow indicates North. Panel ii) Interlaced
G141W grism image, with light dispersed along the x-axis of the F140W image. QSO spectra (A-D) are labeled. They overlap with
spectra from the ring, the main deflector (G) and the spiral galaxy (G2). Blue arrows indicate the location of narrow [OIII] 4959 and
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labelled in panel i. Each of the QSO images A-D has a separate model spectrum (shown in Figure 3), only spectrum A is shown here.
Column iv) Model direct image for each separate spectral component, described in the text. The central QSO pixels are masked in
the ring model to account for noisy PSF subtraction in this region. Column v) Model 2D grism images for each spectral component
generated from convolving the model spectra in column iii with the model direct image in column iv. Panels vi, vii) Final, combined
model direct image and model grism image, generated from the sum of columns iv and v respectively (and the other three QSO images
not shown). Colors are the same as in columns iii, iv and v. The goodness of fit is calculated by the �2 difference between true and model
2D G141 images.

Figure 1 illustrates how the model 2D direct image compo-
nents are dispersed into the model 2D grism image for each
MCMC step.

4 SPECTRAL FORWARD MODELING
RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the 1D model, data and residual ‘traces’ for
the four lensed QSO images. These traces are obtained by in-
tegrating the flux along the y axis in the 2D image, weighted
by the relative flux of the direct F140 model PSF along that
axis. Jumps in flux are due to small misalignments between
the dispersion axis and the detector axis. This comparison
shows that the input model provides an excellent fit to the
observed spectra.

From the spectral modelling we obtain flux ratios be-
tween the broad H� fluxes and the [OIII] fluxes from the
image pairs A/C, B/C, D/C. Given that the intrinsic quasar
luminosity is not known, gravitational lensing analyses rely
on ratios of image fluxes rather than their absolute values.
In Figure 3, we compare these flux ratios with measurements
from other studies across a range of filters and for fixed filters
at multiple dates. These measurements are chosen to repre-
sent how the flux ratios vary with wavelength and time, and
are only a small subset of the many measurements of this
system obtained for time variability studies (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006, e.g.). Table
A2 contains references and observing dates for all flux ratios
plotted in Figure 3.

The narrow [OIII] flux ratios are strikingly different
from optical to mid-IR flux ratios which are subject to con-
tamination by microlensing and intrinsic QSO time variabil-
ity.

HE0435 has been monitored for 15 years (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006), and during
that time has shown highly variable broad band flux ratios
due to stellar microlensing and intrinsic variability. The in-
trinsic variability which particularly affects images B and D
which have time delays of over a week with relative to images
A and C. Figure 3 highlights several repeat measurements
of the system which show significant variability.

Based on simulations of QSO accretion disks and dusty
torii, blueward of rest-frame �4µm, (observed �10 µm) the
accretion disk makes a dominant contribution to the QSO
emission (Sluse et al. 2013). From chromatic microlensing
studies of this system, the quasar accretion continuum emis-
sion has a half light radius of � 1016.3±0.3 cm (or 0.003 pc)
at a rest-frame wavelength of 8000 Å. Sluse et al. (2012)
estimate the MgII broad line region size to be � 1018±1 cm
(or 0.03 pc). These sizes correspond to 0.5�5µas at the lens
redshift, and are thus affected by stellar microlensing. Bon-
vin et al. (2016) have inferred the approximate observed R
band (rest frame � 2500Å) stellar microlensing as a function
of time for each of the images since 2003. Figure 4 shows an
estimate for the microlensing effect on the flux ratios as a
function of time assuming a ‘true’ flux ratio value indicated
by the straight lines. The Bonvin et al. (2016) model has
degeneracies between the intrinsic QSO variability and the
microlensing variability, thus Figure 4 should be taken as an
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Figure 2. Lensed quasar spectra extracted along the x-axis of the 2D grism image (Figure 1) via PSF weighted averaging along the
y-axis. Absolute fluxes are arbitrary. 1D Spectra include contamination from neighboring dispersed QSO images, lens galaxy light, the
lens ring, and the nearby spiral galaxy G2 as illustrated in Figure 1. The residual is derived by subtracting the 2D model from the
2D interlaced data, and then performing the PSF weighted y-axis averaging, thus it is not a simple subtraction of the blue line from
the black points. The residual has been offset from zero by the amount indicated by the horizontal lines for ease of visualization. The
modelled region varies slightly for each image depending on its position in the 2D image.

approximate estimate of the magnitude of microlensing at a
given time. The amplitude of microlensing depends on the
source size. Given that bluer wavelengths are emitted from
smaller regions of the QSO accretion disc, thus bluer filters
are more strongly affected by microlensing than theBonvin
et al. (2016) result would indicate, while redder continuum
measurements are expected to be less affected. Blackburne
et al. (2014) have performed a detailed study of differential
microlensing as a function of wavelength for this system,
their data are included in Figure 3, and in Table A2.

The broad line emission flux ratios of both H� from
this study and CIII] and CIV from Wisotzki et al. (2003)
are closer to the narrow-line emission flux ratios, which is
consistent with microlensing being a function of emission
region size.

We can test for the effects of microlensing on our data
by comparing the relative amplitudes of emission features in
our inferred spectra. In Figure 5, we plot the marginalised
lensed image spectra from our analysis, normalised to the
continuum flux at 5100 Å in order to highlight how the emis-
sion features vary relative to each other between the lensed
images. Image A shows significant morphological differences
with an [OIII] flux which is much lower relative to the con-
tinuum emission than the other three images, indicating that
there is significant source-size dependent lensing. This find-
ing is consistent with the inferred R band microlensing of

image A in particular observed by Bonvin et al. (2016) and
plotted in Figure 4. The difference in the image A H� flux
and the narrow-line flux is not as dramatic. This is expected
given that the H� flux is less affected by microlensing than
the continuum.

The narrow-line [OIII] flux ratios are consistent with
5 GHz radio measurements fromJackson et al. (2015), with
A/C, B/C and D/C differing at 0.25, 1.8 and 2.2 � respec-
tively. This is expected given that both sources are expected
to be extended enough to avoid all microlensing contami-
nation. Although the results do not differ significantly, we
note that Jackson et al. (2015) found that their radio emis-
sion was somewhat resolved, with an intrinsic source size of
� � 288 pc, assuming the source had a Gaussian flux distri-
bution. This affects the flux ratios predicted from gravita-
tional lensing relative to a point source for a fixed deflector
mass model. We discuss this further in Section 6, where we
also place limits on the detected size of the narrow-emission
region in our data and we examine the effects of a resolved
narrow emission line region on our results.

5 GRAVITATIONAL LENS MODELING

The lensed image positions and [OIII] flux ratios are sensi-
tive to the mass distribution of the deflector. As discussed in
the Introduction, the image fluxes are particularly sensitive
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Figure 2. Results from Nierenberg et al. (2017) for the HST grism spectra of HE0435
(GO-13732). From left to right: (1): Direct image of HE0435 (2): Dispersed G141 spectra.
(3): 1D psf-weighted trace of the dispersed spectrum of image A. [OIII] emission fluxes
provide a microlensing free probe of substructure along the entire virial radius of the lens
halo. The blue line and gray points represent the trace and model residual of the 2D model
for image A respectively. The model accounts for blending between neighboring quasar
spectra (see N17 for details).(4): Inferred spectrum of image A with narrow [OIII] and
broad H� emission components
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T.Treu: Flux ratio anomalies and the substructure problem 3

Figure 1. The substructure problem. In simulations (top, from Kravtsov 2010), galaxies and clusters
are self-similar and should have the same amount of satellites. In reality, this is not observed: galaxies
have many fewer (luminous) satellites than expected based on dark matter substructure. Does this mean
they are dark, or that they do not exist? Answering this question is the goal of this program.

Figure 2. HST-F160W images of the targets taken from the CASTLES database, sorted by RA.
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EXAMPLE	1:	NL	LENSING	IN	B1422+231,	
OSIRIS	WITH	KECK	AO	

T.Treu: Flux ratio anomalies and the substructure problem 3

Figure 1. The substructure problem. In simulations (top, from Kravtsov 2010), galaxies and clusters
are self-similar and should have the same amount of satellites. In reality, this is not observed: galaxies
have many fewer (luminous) satellites than expected based on dark matter substructure. Does this mean
they are dark, or that they do not exist? Answering this question is the goal of this program.

Figure 2. HST-F160W images of the targets taken from the CASTLES database, sorted by RA.
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Figure 5. Posterior probability distributions of the perturber
position relative to the lensed images shown as red squares, and
lens galaxy shown as a green circle, for a single SIS, PJ, and
NFW perturber from top to bottom. The grey scale represents
the perturber mass within 600 pc assuming the perturber is in the
plane of the lens galaxy, and solid and dashed contours represent
the 68 and 95% confidence contours respectively relative to the
most likely position.
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VERY	SENSITIVE	TO	LOW	MASS	
STRUCTURE	

T.Treu: Flux ratio anomalies and the substructure problem 4

Figure 3. Signal-to-noise ratio maps for the proposed experiment: The top row shows the expected

S/N maps obtained by rescaling the total line flux by the flux ratios as measured in the continuum from

HST. The bottom row shows the expected S/N maps obtained by rescaling the total line flux by the flux

ratios predicted by smooth models without substructure (see Table 1). The difference is apparent by

eye. All simulations have been performed using the OSIRIS ETC developed by David Law assuming

exposure times of 10800s (0810), 7200s (for 0924 and 1138), a3600s (for 1413 and 1422). The S/N

ratio scale shown is 0-50 for 0810, 0924 and 1138 and 0-150 for 1413 and 1422. The field of view

shown is the OSIRIS field of view for 0.05�� pixels in the appropriate narrow band filter.

Figure 4. Left Mid-IR Subaru image of

1422; note how A and B are blended, while D

is undetected (Chiba et al. 2005). Our experi-

ment will detect D and resolve all four images

(see Figure 3).Right: Mid-IR image of 1413

(MacLeod et al. 2009).

T.Treu: Flux ratio anomalies and the substructure problem 3

Figure 1. The substructure problem. In simulations (top, from Kravtsov 2010), galaxies and clusters
are self-similar and should have the same amount of satellites. In reality, this is not observed: galaxies
have many fewer (luminous) satellites than expected based on dark matter substructure. Does this mean
they are dark, or that they do not exist? Answering this question is the goal of this program.

Figure 2. HST-F160W images of the targets taken from the CASTLES database, sorted by RA.

Nierenberg	et	al.	2014	

	Compact	sources	include	radio	jets	(e.g.	Dalal	and	Kochanek	2002),	radio	quiet	core	emission	
(Jackson	et	al.	2015)		and	quasar	narrow-line	emission	(Nierenberg	et	al.	2014,	2017)		

Msub~10^7	Msun	
(if	single	perturber	in	
lens	plane)	



15	NEW	NL	LENSES	WITH	THE	WFC3	
GRISM!	

HST	GO-13732	and	GO-15177	(PI	Nierenberg)	 quad	lenses	from	SDSS,	
DES	and	PAN-STARRS	

+		3	more	with	Keck-OSIRIS	–e.g.	Nierenberg	et	al	2014	



Nierenberg	et	al	2017,	Nierenberg	et	al.	2019	in	prep… 	

SPECTRAL	FITTING	FOR	9	NEW	LENSES	



MEASURING	SPECTRA	WITH	THE	GRISM	

Nierenberg	et	al.	2017	
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LIMITS	ON	THE	PRESENCE	OF	AN	NFW	
DARK	MATTER	SUBHALO	

Narrow-line flux ratios in HE0435 9

Figure 6. Regions of exclusion for a singular isothermal spheroid perturber with fixed mass. Light grey and dark grey positions are
ruled out with greater than 95% and 99.7% respectively, based on the �2 probability of the best fit gravitational lens model to the image
positions and [OIII] fluxes after adding a perturber with M600 = 108.2M� (left panel) and 107.2M� (right panel), corresponding to
perturber Einstein radii of 0.0001 and 0.00001. The left panel shows the entire lens system with the green square indicating the lens centroid,
and the orange circles representing the quasar images. The right panels are shown on a smaller scale around individual images, as the
exclusion regions are smaller for the lower mass perturber. The average radial limits are ⇠0.004 (0.001), 0.003 (0.0008), 0.004 (0.0009) and 0.003
(0.0006) for images A, B, C and D for the 108.2 (107.2) M600/M� perturber.

Figure 7. Regions of exclusion for an NFW perturbing subhalo with M600 = 108M� and 107.2M�, corresponding to NFW scale radii of
1.000 and 0.001 respectively, determined the same way as in the previous Figure. The average radial limits are A: 1.002 (0.001), B: 0.003 (0.0008),
C: 1.001 (0.0009), D: 0.008 (0.0006) for images A, B, C and D for the for a 108 (107.2) M600/M� perturber.

6 FINITE SOURCE EFFECTS

Until this point we have assumed that the narrow-line emis-
sion in HE0435 is unresolved with HST resolution, even after
being strongly lensed and thus magnified, however it is im-
portant to explore the effect of a resolved emission region on
our results. Jackson et al. (2015) found that the 5 GHz radio
emission fluxes for HE0435 were best fit with a smooth de-
flector mass distribution and a resolved source with a Gaus-
sian profile with intrinsic size of � ⇠ 34mas (288 pc). This
model significantly improved the fit relative to unresolved
emission in their case. Given this, it is important that we
test whether the narrow-line emission is resolved in our data,

and what the effects would be of incorrectly assuming the
narrow-line emission was unresolved.

The narrow-line region is extended and in some cases
has been observed to extend out several hundreds of parsecs
(e.g. Bennert et al. 2006a). The narrow-line flux is not uni-
form, and can be dominated by the central tens of parsecs
even for very luminous quasars (Müller-Sánchez et al. 2011).
Sluse et al. (2007) demonstrated that the [OIII] emission in
the gravitational lens RXS J1131-1231 is resolved in their
data, and thus inferred a minimum size of ⇠ 150 pc. Nieren-
berg et al. (2014) found that the narrow [OIII] emission for
B1422+231 (Patnaik et al. 1992) was marginally resolved
with a dispersion of ⇠ 10 mas (50 pc).

c� 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–14

~1”	radius	excluded	around	each	image	(~5.5	kpc)		

10^9	M200	dark	matter	subhalo	
excluded	at	3	sigma	confidence	

Flux	Ratio	Precision~	7%		

Nierenberg	et	al.	2017	
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Lens z source z deflector obs. configuration exposure time (s) discovery
WGD J0405-3308 1.713 F140W/G141 387/2112 Anguita et al. (2018)
HS 0810+2554 1.506 F140W/G141 398/2112 Reimers et al. (2002)
RX J0911+0551 2.763 0.769 F140W/G141 497/5011 Bade et al. (1997)
SDSS J1330+1810 1.383 0.373 F105W/G102 447/5111 Oguri et al. (2008)
PS J1606-2333 1.696 F140W/G141 472/2012 Lemon et al. (2018)
WFI 2026-4536 2.23 F140W/G141 472/5312 Morgan et al. (2004)
WFI 2033-4723 1.66 0.661 F140W/G141 447/5312 Morgan et al. (2004)
WGD 2038-4008 0.777 0.230 F105W/G102 497/2062 Agnello et al. (2018)

Table 1. Summary of key lens data and exposure times.
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Figure 1. Drizzled direct images of the lenses rotated relative to the observing frame such that North is up and East left. Bars indicate
one arcsecond.

quasar and galaxy models which result from the direct im-
age modelling, and then re-modelling with the residuals due
to the lensed quasar host masked.

We model the direct light components in the four flt

frames simultaneously, allowing the sky background and
overall normalization of the galaxy, quasar host and quasar
images to vary, but keeping other model parameters fixed
between the images. We find that the relative offsets we mea-
sure between quasar images vary less than 0..00005 compared
to other results from deep HST imaging (Shajib et al. 2019),
while our galaxy light centroid measurement can differ by up
to ⇠ 0.0001. This is likely do to our empirical method of sub-
tracting the ring light, as well as due to our relatively shallow
single band imaging. Both of these measurement precisions
are more than adequate to construct a robust direct image
model which enables accurate extraction of spectra from the
grism.

3.2 Spectral Fitting

While the previous subsection described how we account for
spatial blending between spectra, here we describe how we
extract the specific narrow-line fluxes we are interested in.
In order to achieve this, we model all spectra which may be

blended with the quasar spectra. This includes the spectrum
of the galaxy (and any nearby galaxies or stars close in y
projection), as well as the lensed quasar host galaxy which
is visible as a ring or partial ring in all of the systems except
0810. We find that the galaxy, star and lensed quasar host
are all adequately fit using straight-line continuum models
with the slope and normalization allowed to vary.

We fit quasar spectra in two different rest frame ranges.
When made possible by the quasar redshift, we measured the
quasar spectra in the range ⇠ 4700 � 5300 in order to ex-
tract narrow[OIII] 4959 and 5007 lines. Two lenses, 0911 and
1330 did not fall in an appropriate redshift range for this,
thus for these lenses we fit the quasar spectra in the range
⇠ 3700�3800, targeting the fainter [NeIII ] 3870, 3969 lines.
Although [OII] 3728, 3729 is also covered in this redshift
range, we consider it separately from the target narrow-lines
as it is observed to be significantly blue shifted and resolved
in several lenses and is thus likely associated with star form-
ing regions rather than with the unresolved qso narrow-line
region, thus possibly necessitating a more complex model
Dominique.
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Dark matter with the WFC3 Grism 9

Figure 2. Spectral fitting results for 0405. Top Row : Model fit with 68% confidence interval to image spectra showing contributions
from all spectral components used in the fit. Bottom Row : Comparison between model and grism traces in the 2D grism image computed
using a PSF-weighted sum along the y axis. Traces are computed after spectra from all images have been added to the 2D image and
are thus affected by blending between neighbouring images.

Figure 3. Spectral fitting results for 0810. Top Row : Model fit with 68% confidence interval to image spectra showing contributions
from all spectral components used in the fit. Bottom Row : Comparison between model and grism traces in the 2D grism image computed
using a PSF-weighted sum along the y axis. Traces are computed after spectra from all images have been added to the 2D image and
are thus affected by blending between neighbouring images. Note that for the bottom row, the y-axis range varies between images.
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Dark matter with the WFC3 Grism 9

Figure 2. Spectral fitting results for 0405. Top Row : Model fit with 68% confidence interval to image spectra showing contributions
from all spectral components used in the fit. Bottom Row : Comparison between model and grism traces in the 2D grism image computed
using a PSF-weighted sum along the y axis. Traces are computed after spectra from all images have been added to the 2D image and
are thus affected by blending between neighbouring images.

Figure 3. Spectral fitting results for 0810. Top Row : Model fit with 68% confidence interval to image spectra showing contributions
from all spectral components used in the fit. Bottom Row : Comparison between model and grism traces in the 2D grism image computed
using a PSF-weighted sum along the y axis. Traces are computed after spectra from all images have been added to the 2D image and
are thus affected by blending between neighbouring images. Note that for the bottom row, the y-axis range varies between images.
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Dark matter with the WFC3 Grism 9

Figure 2. Spectral fitting results for 0405. Top Row : Model fit with 68% confidence interval to image spectra showing contributions
from all spectral components used in the fit. Bottom Row : Comparison between model and grism traces in the 2D grism image computed
using a PSF-weighted sum along the y axis. Traces are computed after spectra from all images have been added to the 2D image and
are thus affected by blending between neighbouring images.

Figure 3. Spectral fitting results for 0810. Top Row : Model fit with 68% confidence interval to image spectra showing contributions
from all spectral components used in the fit. Bottom Row : Comparison between model and grism traces in the 2D grism image computed
using a PSF-weighted sum along the y axis. Traces are computed after spectra from all images have been added to the 2D image and
are thus affected by blending between neighbouring images. Note that for the bottom row, the y-axis range varies between images.
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Lens z source z deflector obs. configuration exposure time (s) discovery
WGD J0405-3308 1.713 F140W/G141 387/2112 Anguita et al. (2018)
HS 0810+2554 1.506 F140W/G141 398/2112 Reimers et al. (2002)
RX J0911+0551 2.763 0.769 F140W/G141 497/5011 Bade et al. (1997)
SDSS J1330+1810 1.383 0.373 F105W/G102 447/5111 Oguri et al. (2008)
PS J1606-2333 1.696 F140W/G141 472/2012 Lemon et al. (2018)
WFI 2026-4536 2.23 F140W/G141 472/5312 Morgan et al. (2004)
WFI 2033-4723 1.66 0.661 F140W/G141 447/5312 Morgan et al. (2004)
WGD 2038-4008 0.777 0.230 F105W/G102 497/2062 Agnello et al. (2018)

Table 1. Summary of key lens data and exposure times.
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Figure 1. Drizzled direct images of the lenses rotated relative to the observing frame such that North is up and East left. Bars indicate
one arcsecond.

quasar and galaxy models which result from the direct im-
age modelling, and then re-modelling with the residuals due
to the lensed quasar host masked.

We model the direct light components in the four flt

frames simultaneously, allowing the sky background and
overall normalization of the galaxy, quasar host and quasar
images to vary, but keeping other model parameters fixed
between the images. We find that the relative offsets we mea-
sure between quasar images vary less than 0..00005 compared
to other results from deep HST imaging (Shajib et al. 2019),
while our galaxy light centroid measurement can differ by up
to ⇠ 0.0001. This is likely do to our empirical method of sub-
tracting the ring light, as well as due to our relatively shallow
single band imaging. Both of these measurement precisions
are more than adequate to construct a robust direct image
model which enables accurate extraction of spectra from the
grism.

3.2 Spectral Fitting

While the previous subsection described how we account for
spatial blending between spectra, here we describe how we
extract the specific narrow-line fluxes we are interested in.
In order to achieve this, we model all spectra which may be

blended with the quasar spectra. This includes the spectrum
of the galaxy (and any nearby galaxies or stars close in y
projection), as well as the lensed quasar host galaxy which
is visible as a ring or partial ring in all of the systems except
0810. We find that the galaxy, star and lensed quasar host
are all adequately fit using straight-line continuum models
with the slope and normalization allowed to vary.

We fit quasar spectra in two different rest frame ranges.
When made possible by the quasar redshift, we measured the
quasar spectra in the range ⇠ 4700 � 5300 in order to ex-
tract narrow[OIII] 4959 and 5007 lines. Two lenses, 0911 and
1330 did not fall in an appropriate redshift range for this,
thus for these lenses we fit the quasar spectra in the range
⇠ 3700�3800, targeting the fainter [NeIII ] 3870, 3969 lines.
Although [OII] 3728, 3729 is also covered in this redshift
range, we consider it separately from the target narrow-lines
as it is observed to be significantly blue shifted and resolved
in several lenses and is thus likely associated with star form-
ing regions rather than with the unresolved qso narrow-line
region, thus possibly necessitating a more complex model
Dominique.
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Figure 4. Spectral fitting results for 0911. Top Row : Model fit with 68% confidence interval to image spectra showing contributions
from all spectral components used in the fit. Bottom Row : Comparison between model and grism traces in the 2D grism image computed
using a PSF-weighted sum along the y axis. Traces are computed after spectra from all images have been added to the 2D image and are
thus affected by blending between neighbouring images. The red wing of H� is cut off in the trace images owing to the edge of the grism.

Figure 5. Spectral fitting results for 1330. Top Row : Model fit with 68% confidence interval to image spectra showing contributions
from all spectral components used in the fit. Bottom Row : Comparison between model and grism traces in the 2D grism image computed
using a PSF-weighted sum along the y axis. Traces are computed after spectra from all images have been added to the 2D image and
are thus affected by blending between neighbouring images. Image D is particularly overlapping with light from the lens galaxy. The
spectrum of the lens galaxy light is included as a model parameter.
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Figure 4. Spectral fitting results for 0911. Top Row : Model fit with 68% confidence interval to image spectra showing contributions
from all spectral components used in the fit. Bottom Row : Comparison between model and grism traces in the 2D grism image computed
using a PSF-weighted sum along the y axis. Traces are computed after spectra from all images have been added to the 2D image and are
thus affected by blending between neighbouring images. The red wing of H� is cut off in the trace images owing to the edge of the grism.

Figure 5. Spectral fitting results for 1330. Top Row : Model fit with 68% confidence interval to image spectra showing contributions
from all spectral components used in the fit. Bottom Row : Comparison between model and grism traces in the 2D grism image computed
using a PSF-weighted sum along the y axis. Traces are computed after spectra from all images have been added to the 2D image and
are thus affected by blending between neighbouring images. Image D is particularly overlapping with light from the lens galaxy. The
spectrum of the lens galaxy light is included as a model parameter.
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Lens z source z deflector obs. configuration exposure time (s) discovery
WGD J0405-3308 1.713 F140W/G141 387/2112 Anguita et al. (2018)
HS 0810+2554 1.506 F140W/G141 398/2112 Reimers et al. (2002)
RX J0911+0551 2.763 0.769 F140W/G141 497/5011 Bade et al. (1997)
SDSS J1330+1810 1.383 0.373 F105W/G102 447/5111 Oguri et al. (2008)
PS J1606-2333 1.696 F140W/G141 472/2012 Lemon et al. (2018)
WFI 2026-4536 2.23 F140W/G141 472/5312 Morgan et al. (2004)
WFI 2033-4723 1.66 0.661 F140W/G141 447/5312 Morgan et al. (2004)
WGD 2038-4008 0.777 0.230 F105W/G102 497/2062 Agnello et al. (2018)

Table 1. Summary of key lens data and exposure times.
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Figure 1. Drizzled direct images of the lenses rotated relative to the observing frame such that North is up and East left. Bars indicate
one arcsecond.

quasar and galaxy models which result from the direct im-
age modelling, and then re-modelling with the residuals due
to the lensed quasar host masked.

We model the direct light components in the four flt

frames simultaneously, allowing the sky background and
overall normalization of the galaxy, quasar host and quasar
images to vary, but keeping other model parameters fixed
between the images. We find that the relative offsets we mea-
sure between quasar images vary less than 0..00005 compared
to other results from deep HST imaging (Shajib et al. 2019),
while our galaxy light centroid measurement can differ by up
to ⇠ 0.0001. This is likely do to our empirical method of sub-
tracting the ring light, as well as due to our relatively shallow
single band imaging. Both of these measurement precisions
are more than adequate to construct a robust direct image
model which enables accurate extraction of spectra from the
grism.

3.2 Spectral Fitting

While the previous subsection described how we account for
spatial blending between spectra, here we describe how we
extract the specific narrow-line fluxes we are interested in.
In order to achieve this, we model all spectra which may be

blended with the quasar spectra. This includes the spectrum
of the galaxy (and any nearby galaxies or stars close in y
projection), as well as the lensed quasar host galaxy which
is visible as a ring or partial ring in all of the systems except
0810. We find that the galaxy, star and lensed quasar host
are all adequately fit using straight-line continuum models
with the slope and normalization allowed to vary.

We fit quasar spectra in two different rest frame ranges.
When made possible by the quasar redshift, we measured the
quasar spectra in the range ⇠ 4700 � 5300 in order to ex-
tract narrow[OIII] 4959 and 5007 lines. Two lenses, 0911 and
1330 did not fall in an appropriate redshift range for this,
thus for these lenses we fit the quasar spectra in the range
⇠ 3700�3800, targeting the fainter [NeIII ] 3870, 3969 lines.
Although [OII] 3728, 3729 is also covered in this redshift
range, we consider it separately from the target narrow-lines
as it is observed to be significantly blue shifted and resolved
in several lenses and is thus likely associated with star form-
ing regions rather than with the unresolved qso narrow-line
region, thus possibly necessitating a more complex model
Dominique.
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Lens z source z deflector obs. configuration exposure time (s) discovery
WGD J0405-3308 1.713 F140W/G141 387/2112 Anguita et al. (2018)
HS 0810+2554 1.506 F140W/G141 398/2112 Reimers et al. (2002)
RX J0911+0551 2.763 0.769 F140W/G141 497/5011 Bade et al. (1997)
SDSS J1330+1810 1.383 0.373 F105W/G102 447/5111 Oguri et al. (2008)
PS J1606-2333 1.696 F140W/G141 472/2012 Lemon et al. (2018)
WFI 2026-4536 2.23 F140W/G141 472/5312 Morgan et al. (2004)
WFI 2033-4723 1.66 0.661 F140W/G141 447/5312 Morgan et al. (2004)
WGD 2038-4008 0.777 0.230 F105W/G102 497/2062 Agnello et al. (2018)

Table 1. Summary of key lens data and exposure times.
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Figure 1. Drizzled direct images of the lenses rotated relative to the observing frame such that North is up and East left. Bars indicate
one arcsecond.

quasar and galaxy models which result from the direct im-
age modelling, and then re-modelling with the residuals due
to the lensed quasar host masked.

We model the direct light components in the four flt

frames simultaneously, allowing the sky background and
overall normalization of the galaxy, quasar host and quasar
images to vary, but keeping other model parameters fixed
between the images. We find that the relative offsets we mea-
sure between quasar images vary less than 0..00005 compared
to other results from deep HST imaging (Shajib et al. 2019),
while our galaxy light centroid measurement can differ by up
to ⇠ 0.0001. This is likely do to our empirical method of sub-
tracting the ring light, as well as due to our relatively shallow
single band imaging. Both of these measurement precisions
are more than adequate to construct a robust direct image
model which enables accurate extraction of spectra from the
grism.

3.2 Spectral Fitting

While the previous subsection described how we account for
spatial blending between spectra, here we describe how we
extract the specific narrow-line fluxes we are interested in.
In order to achieve this, we model all spectra which may be

blended with the quasar spectra. This includes the spectrum
of the galaxy (and any nearby galaxies or stars close in y
projection), as well as the lensed quasar host galaxy which
is visible as a ring or partial ring in all of the systems except
0810. We find that the galaxy, star and lensed quasar host
are all adequately fit using straight-line continuum models
with the slope and normalization allowed to vary.

We fit quasar spectra in two different rest frame ranges.
When made possible by the quasar redshift, we measured the
quasar spectra in the range ⇠ 4700 � 5300 in order to ex-
tract narrow[OIII] 4959 and 5007 lines. Two lenses, 0911 and
1330 did not fall in an appropriate redshift range for this,
thus for these lenses we fit the quasar spectra in the range
⇠ 3700�3800, targeting the fainter [NeIII ] 3870, 3969 lines.
Although [OII] 3728, 3729 is also covered in this redshift
range, we consider it separately from the target narrow-lines
as it is observed to be significantly blue shifted and resolved
in several lenses and is thus likely associated with star form-
ing regions rather than with the unresolved qso narrow-line
region, thus possibly necessitating a more complex model
Dominique.
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Figure 4. Spectral fitting results for 0911. Top Row : Model fit with 68% confidence interval to image spectra showing contributions
from all spectral components used in the fit. Bottom Row : Comparison between model and grism traces in the 2D grism image computed
using a PSF-weighted sum along the y axis. Traces are computed after spectra from all images have been added to the 2D image and are
thus affected by blending between neighbouring images. The red wing of H� is cut off in the trace images owing to the edge of the grism.

Figure 5. Spectral fitting results for 1330. Top Row : Model fit with 68% confidence interval to image spectra showing contributions
from all spectral components used in the fit. Bottom Row : Comparison between model and grism traces in the 2D grism image computed
using a PSF-weighted sum along the y axis. Traces are computed after spectra from all images have been added to the 2D image and
are thus affected by blending between neighbouring images. Image D is particularly overlapping with light from the lens galaxy. The
spectrum of the lens galaxy light is included as a model parameter.
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Figure 6. Spectral fitting results for 1606. Top Row : Model fit with 68% confidence interval to image spectra showing contributions
from all spectral components used in the fit. Bottom Row : Comparison between model and grism traces in the 2D grism image computed
using a PSF-weighted sum along the y axis. Traces are computed after spectra from all images have been added to the 2D image and
are thus affected by blending between neighbouring images.

Figure 7. Spectral fitting results for 2026. Top Row : Model fit with 68% confidence interval to image spectra showing contributions
from all spectral components used in the fit. Bottom Row : Comparison between model and grism traces in the 2D grism image computed
using a PSF-weighted sum along the y axis. Traces are computed after spectra from all images have been added to the 2D image and
are thus affected by blending between neighbouring images. The drop at red wavelengths is due to lower grism sensitivity.
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Lens z source z deflector obs. configuration exposure time (s) discovery
WGD J0405-3308 1.713 F140W/G141 387/2112 Anguita et al. (2018)
HS 0810+2554 1.506 F140W/G141 398/2112 Reimers et al. (2002)
RX J0911+0551 2.763 0.769 F140W/G141 497/5011 Bade et al. (1997)
SDSS J1330+1810 1.383 0.373 F105W/G102 447/5111 Oguri et al. (2008)
PS J1606-2333 1.696 F140W/G141 472/2012 Lemon et al. (2018)
WFI 2026-4536 2.23 F140W/G141 472/5312 Morgan et al. (2004)
WFI 2033-4723 1.66 0.661 F140W/G141 447/5312 Morgan et al. (2004)
WGD 2038-4008 0.777 0.230 F105W/G102 497/2062 Agnello et al. (2018)

Table 1. Summary of key lens data and exposure times.
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Figure 1. Drizzled direct images of the lenses rotated relative to the observing frame such that North is up and East left. Bars indicate
one arcsecond.

quasar and galaxy models which result from the direct im-
age modelling, and then re-modelling with the residuals due
to the lensed quasar host masked.

We model the direct light components in the four flt

frames simultaneously, allowing the sky background and
overall normalization of the galaxy, quasar host and quasar
images to vary, but keeping other model parameters fixed
between the images. We find that the relative offsets we mea-
sure between quasar images vary less than 0..00005 compared
to other results from deep HST imaging (Shajib et al. 2019),
while our galaxy light centroid measurement can differ by up
to ⇠ 0.0001. This is likely do to our empirical method of sub-
tracting the ring light, as well as due to our relatively shallow
single band imaging. Both of these measurement precisions
are more than adequate to construct a robust direct image
model which enables accurate extraction of spectra from the
grism.

3.2 Spectral Fitting

While the previous subsection described how we account for
spatial blending between spectra, here we describe how we
extract the specific narrow-line fluxes we are interested in.
In order to achieve this, we model all spectra which may be

blended with the quasar spectra. This includes the spectrum
of the galaxy (and any nearby galaxies or stars close in y
projection), as well as the lensed quasar host galaxy which
is visible as a ring or partial ring in all of the systems except
0810. We find that the galaxy, star and lensed quasar host
are all adequately fit using straight-line continuum models
with the slope and normalization allowed to vary.

We fit quasar spectra in two different rest frame ranges.
When made possible by the quasar redshift, we measured the
quasar spectra in the range ⇠ 4700 � 5300 in order to ex-
tract narrow[OIII] 4959 and 5007 lines. Two lenses, 0911 and
1330 did not fall in an appropriate redshift range for this,
thus for these lenses we fit the quasar spectra in the range
⇠ 3700�3800, targeting the fainter [NeIII ] 3870, 3969 lines.
Although [OII] 3728, 3729 is also covered in this redshift
range, we consider it separately from the target narrow-lines
as it is observed to be significantly blue shifted and resolved
in several lenses and is thus likely associated with star form-
ing regions rather than with the unresolved qso narrow-line
region, thus possibly necessitating a more complex model
Dominique.
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Lens z source z deflector obs. configuration exposure time (s) discovery
WGD J0405-3308 1.713 F140W/G141 387/2112 Anguita et al. (2018)
HS 0810+2554 1.506 F140W/G141 398/2112 Reimers et al. (2002)
RX J0911+0551 2.763 0.769 F140W/G141 497/5011 Bade et al. (1997)
SDSS J1330+1810 1.383 0.373 F105W/G102 447/5111 Oguri et al. (2008)
PS J1606-2333 1.696 F140W/G141 472/2012 Lemon et al. (2018)
WFI 2026-4536 2.23 F140W/G141 472/5312 Morgan et al. (2004)
WFI 2033-4723 1.66 0.661 F140W/G141 447/5312 Morgan et al. (2004)
WGD 2038-4008 0.777 0.230 F105W/G102 497/2062 Agnello et al. (2018)

Table 1. Summary of key lens data and exposure times.
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Figure 1. Drizzled direct images of the lenses rotated relative to the observing frame such that North is up and East left. Bars indicate
one arcsecond.

quasar and galaxy models which result from the direct im-
age modelling, and then re-modelling with the residuals due
to the lensed quasar host masked.

We model the direct light components in the four flt

frames simultaneously, allowing the sky background and
overall normalization of the galaxy, quasar host and quasar
images to vary, but keeping other model parameters fixed
between the images. We find that the relative offsets we mea-
sure between quasar images vary less than 0..00005 compared
to other results from deep HST imaging (Shajib et al. 2019),
while our galaxy light centroid measurement can differ by up
to ⇠ 0.0001. This is likely do to our empirical method of sub-
tracting the ring light, as well as due to our relatively shallow
single band imaging. Both of these measurement precisions
are more than adequate to construct a robust direct image
model which enables accurate extraction of spectra from the
grism.

3.2 Spectral Fitting

While the previous subsection described how we account for
spatial blending between spectra, here we describe how we
extract the specific narrow-line fluxes we are interested in.
In order to achieve this, we model all spectra which may be

blended with the quasar spectra. This includes the spectrum
of the galaxy (and any nearby galaxies or stars close in y
projection), as well as the lensed quasar host galaxy which
is visible as a ring or partial ring in all of the systems except
0810. We find that the galaxy, star and lensed quasar host
are all adequately fit using straight-line continuum models
with the slope and normalization allowed to vary.

We fit quasar spectra in two different rest frame ranges.
When made possible by the quasar redshift, we measured the
quasar spectra in the range ⇠ 4700 � 5300 in order to ex-
tract narrow[OIII] 4959 and 5007 lines. Two lenses, 0911 and
1330 did not fall in an appropriate redshift range for this,
thus for these lenses we fit the quasar spectra in the range
⇠ 3700�3800, targeting the fainter [NeIII ] 3870, 3969 lines.
Although [OII] 3728, 3729 is also covered in this redshift
range, we consider it separately from the target narrow-lines
as it is observed to be significantly blue shifted and resolved
in several lenses and is thus likely associated with star form-
ing regions rather than with the unresolved qso narrow-line
region, thus possibly necessitating a more complex model
Dominique.

c� 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–15

Dark matter with the WFC3 Grism 11

Figure 6. Spectral fitting results for 1606. Top Row : Model fit with 68% confidence interval to image spectra showing contributions
from all spectral components used in the fit. Bottom Row : Comparison between model and grism traces in the 2D grism image computed
using a PSF-weighted sum along the y axis. Traces are computed after spectra from all images have been added to the 2D image and
are thus affected by blending between neighbouring images.

Figure 7. Spectral fitting results for 2026. Top Row : Model fit with 68% confidence interval to image spectra showing contributions
from all spectral components used in the fit. Bottom Row : Comparison between model and grism traces in the 2D grism image computed
using a PSF-weighted sum along the y axis. Traces are computed after spectra from all images have been added to the 2D image and
are thus affected by blending between neighbouring images. The drop at red wavelengths is due to lower grism sensitivity.
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Figure 8. Spectral fitting results for 2033. Top Row : Model fit with 68% confidence interval to image spectra showing contributions
from all spectral components used in the fit. Bottom Row : Comparison between model and grism traces in the 2D grism image computed
using a PSF-weighted sum along the y axis. Traces are computed after spectra from all images have been added to the 2D image and
are thus affected by blending between neighbouring images. The drop at red wavelengths is due to lower grism sensitivity.

Figure 9. Spectral fitting results for 2038. Top Row : Model fit with 68% confidence interval to image spectra showing contributions
from all spectral components used in the fit. Bottom Row : Comparison between model and grism traces in the 2D grism image computed
using a PSF-weighted sum along the y axis. Traces are computed after spectra from all images have been added to the 2D image and
are thus affected by blending between neighbouring images. The drop at red wavelengths is due to lower grism sensitivity.
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Lens z source z deflector obs. configuration exposure time (s) discovery
WGD J0405-3308 1.713 F140W/G141 387/2112 Anguita et al. (2018)
HS 0810+2554 1.506 F140W/G141 398/2112 Reimers et al. (2002)
RX J0911+0551 2.763 0.769 F140W/G141 497/5011 Bade et al. (1997)
SDSS J1330+1810 1.383 0.373 F105W/G102 447/5111 Oguri et al. (2008)
PS J1606-2333 1.696 F140W/G141 472/2012 Lemon et al. (2018)
WFI 2026-4536 2.23 F140W/G141 472/5312 Morgan et al. (2004)
WFI 2033-4723 1.66 0.661 F140W/G141 447/5312 Morgan et al. (2004)
WGD 2038-4008 0.777 0.230 F105W/G102 497/2062 Agnello et al. (2018)

Table 1. Summary of key lens data and exposure times.
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Figure 1. Drizzled direct images of the lenses rotated relative to the observing frame such that North is up and East left. Bars indicate
one arcsecond.

quasar and galaxy models which result from the direct im-
age modelling, and then re-modelling with the residuals due
to the lensed quasar host masked.

We model the direct light components in the four flt

frames simultaneously, allowing the sky background and
overall normalization of the galaxy, quasar host and quasar
images to vary, but keeping other model parameters fixed
between the images. We find that the relative offsets we mea-
sure between quasar images vary less than 0..00005 compared
to other results from deep HST imaging (Shajib et al. 2019),
while our galaxy light centroid measurement can differ by up
to ⇠ 0.0001. This is likely do to our empirical method of sub-
tracting the ring light, as well as due to our relatively shallow
single band imaging. Both of these measurement precisions
are more than adequate to construct a robust direct image
model which enables accurate extraction of spectra from the
grism.

3.2 Spectral Fitting

While the previous subsection described how we account for
spatial blending between spectra, here we describe how we
extract the specific narrow-line fluxes we are interested in.
In order to achieve this, we model all spectra which may be

blended with the quasar spectra. This includes the spectrum
of the galaxy (and any nearby galaxies or stars close in y
projection), as well as the lensed quasar host galaxy which
is visible as a ring or partial ring in all of the systems except
0810. We find that the galaxy, star and lensed quasar host
are all adequately fit using straight-line continuum models
with the slope and normalization allowed to vary.

We fit quasar spectra in two different rest frame ranges.
When made possible by the quasar redshift, we measured the
quasar spectra in the range ⇠ 4700 � 5300 in order to ex-
tract narrow[OIII] 4959 and 5007 lines. Two lenses, 0911 and
1330 did not fall in an appropriate redshift range for this,
thus for these lenses we fit the quasar spectra in the range
⇠ 3700�3800, targeting the fainter [NeIII ] 3870, 3969 lines.
Although [OII] 3728, 3729 is also covered in this redshift
range, we consider it separately from the target narrow-lines
as it is observed to be significantly blue shifted and resolved
in several lenses and is thus likely associated with star form-
ing regions rather than with the unresolved qso narrow-line
region, thus possibly necessitating a more complex model
Dominique.
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Figure 8. Spectral fitting results for 2033. Top Row : Model fit with 68% confidence interval to image spectra showing contributions
from all spectral components used in the fit. Bottom Row : Comparison between model and grism traces in the 2D grism image computed
using a PSF-weighted sum along the y axis. Traces are computed after spectra from all images have been added to the 2D image and
are thus affected by blending between neighbouring images. The drop at red wavelengths is due to lower grism sensitivity.

Figure 9. Spectral fitting results for 2038. Top Row : Model fit with 68% confidence interval to image spectra showing contributions
from all spectral components used in the fit. Bottom Row : Comparison between model and grism traces in the 2D grism image computed
using a PSF-weighted sum along the y axis. Traces are computed after spectra from all images have been added to the 2D image and
are thus affected by blending between neighbouring images. The drop at red wavelengths is due to lower grism sensitivity.
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Lens z source z deflector obs. configuration exposure time (s) discovery
WGD J0405-3308 1.713 F140W/G141 387/2112 Anguita et al. (2018)
HS 0810+2554 1.506 F140W/G141 398/2112 Reimers et al. (2002)
RX J0911+0551 2.763 0.769 F140W/G141 497/5011 Bade et al. (1997)
SDSS J1330+1810 1.383 0.373 F105W/G102 447/5111 Oguri et al. (2008)
PS J1606-2333 1.696 F140W/G141 472/2012 Lemon et al. (2018)
WFI 2026-4536 2.23 F140W/G141 472/5312 Morgan et al. (2004)
WFI 2033-4723 1.66 0.661 F140W/G141 447/5312 Morgan et al. (2004)
WGD 2038-4008 0.777 0.230 F105W/G102 497/2062 Agnello et al. (2018)

Table 1. Summary of key lens data and exposure times.
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Figure 1. Drizzled direct images of the lenses rotated relative to the observing frame such that North is up and East left. Bars indicate
one arcsecond.

quasar and galaxy models which result from the direct im-
age modelling, and then re-modelling with the residuals due
to the lensed quasar host masked.

We model the direct light components in the four flt

frames simultaneously, allowing the sky background and
overall normalization of the galaxy, quasar host and quasar
images to vary, but keeping other model parameters fixed
between the images. We find that the relative offsets we mea-
sure between quasar images vary less than 0..00005 compared
to other results from deep HST imaging (Shajib et al. 2019),
while our galaxy light centroid measurement can differ by up
to ⇠ 0.0001. This is likely do to our empirical method of sub-
tracting the ring light, as well as due to our relatively shallow
single band imaging. Both of these measurement precisions
are more than adequate to construct a robust direct image
model which enables accurate extraction of spectra from the
grism.

3.2 Spectral Fitting

While the previous subsection described how we account for
spatial blending between spectra, here we describe how we
extract the specific narrow-line fluxes we are interested in.
In order to achieve this, we model all spectra which may be

blended with the quasar spectra. This includes the spectrum
of the galaxy (and any nearby galaxies or stars close in y
projection), as well as the lensed quasar host galaxy which
is visible as a ring or partial ring in all of the systems except
0810. We find that the galaxy, star and lensed quasar host
are all adequately fit using straight-line continuum models
with the slope and normalization allowed to vary.

We fit quasar spectra in two different rest frame ranges.
When made possible by the quasar redshift, we measured the
quasar spectra in the range ⇠ 4700 � 5300 in order to ex-
tract narrow[OIII] 4959 and 5007 lines. Two lenses, 0911 and
1330 did not fall in an appropriate redshift range for this,
thus for these lenses we fit the quasar spectra in the range
⇠ 3700�3800, targeting the fainter [NeIII ] 3870, 3969 lines.
Although [OII] 3728, 3729 is also covered in this redshift
range, we consider it separately from the target narrow-lines
as it is observed to be significantly blue shifted and resolved
in several lenses and is thus likely associated with star form-
ing regions rather than with the unresolved qso narrow-line
region, thus possibly necessitating a more complex model
Dominique.
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These 8 new measurements DOUBLE the number of ‘compact source 
systems which can be used for measuring the halo mass function 

Data for 6 additional systems from grism published in subsequent paper 
after measurements are complete in the fall.  

21 new lenses discovered in the last year are suitable for this method (15 
from space, 6 from ground) 
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DEFLECTOR	STELLAR	MASS	
DISTRIBUTION	



¡  Variable	deflector	centroid	(weak	prior	from	light),	ell ipticity,	
angle,	and	power-law	mass	slope	

¡  Variable	external	shear	and	orientation	

¡  Nearby	luminous	objects	included	as	SIS	with	weak	prior	on	
position	from	light	

¡  Variable	source	size	

HOW	WELL	ARE	THE	NARROW	FLUXES	
FIT	BY	SMOOTH	MASS	DISTRIBUTIONS?	

EXCLUDE	1330	for	now	because	this	requires	a	more	complex	macromodel,	and	is	
therefore	not	ideal	for	substructure	studies.	
	
EXCLUDE	0810	because	the	narrow	emission	is	resolved	and	blended.	



Just	to	give	an	approximate	idea	of	how	smooth	the	lenses	are	

CHI-SQUARED	DISTRIBUTION	OF	FIT	TO	
NARROW-LINE	FLUXES	

Narrow-line	lenses	

Smooth	prediction	

Nierenberg	et	al.	2019	in	Prep.	

	

They	are	
not	
smooth!!	

Caveat:	likely~percent	
level	contribution	from	
imperfect	modelling	of	
deflector	smooth	mass	
distribution	(Hsueh	2018,	
Gilman	2018)	



Full	
forward	
modelling	– 	
Gilman	et	
al.	2019	

GETTING	
QUANTITATIVE-	

PHYSICAL	
INTERPRETATION	



WHAT	IS	THE	DARK	MATTER	POWER	
SPECTRUM	ON	SMALL	SCALES?	

4 M. Viel et al.
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Figure 1. “Visual” inspection of the redshift evolution of cosmic structures in the ΛCDM and WDM (mWDM=1 keV) scenarios (left
and right columns, respectively) for the defaults (25,512) runs. From the top to the bottom rows we show a 2.5 h−1 Mpc thick slice of
the projected dark matter density at z = 0, 2, 5 respectively. At z = 0 the clustering properties of the dark matter at scales k < 10
hMpc−1are indistinguishable in the two scenarios, while at z = 2, 5 the WDM model has a suppression in power of about 5% and 25%
at k = 10 hMpc−1.
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¡  	Flux	measurement	
precision	

¡  The	number	of	halos	within	
the	lens	virial	radius-	
explore	extreme	tidal	
destruction	and	no	tidal	
destruction	limits	

	
¡  The	density	of	halos	along	
the	line	of	sight	(robustly	
determined	from	CDM	
simulations)	

¡  The	warmness	of	dark	
matter	affects	mass	and	
concentration	

SOME	OF	THE	THINGS	THE	SIGNAL	
DEPENDS	ON	
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Lens Halo 
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Figure 1. Left : Strong gravitational lensing provides a powerful test of CDM, as each
strongly lensed image probes low mass dark matter structure along the entire virial radius
of a lens halo. Right : The sensitivity of strongly lensed quasar narrow-line emission to dark
matter substructure, for the gravitational lens HE0435 (GO-13732, Nierenberg et al. 2017)
using WFC3 grism spatially resolved spectroscopy (see Figure 2 below).Black points
indicate the projected region in which a subhalo with mass M600 = 108M� is excluded at a
3� confidence allowing full flexibility in the large-scale macromodel. The average excluded
region is a cylinder with radius ⇠6 kpc at the redshift of the lens. A similar analysis yields
an exclusion of M600 = 107M� subhalos within ⇠ 0.6 kpc of each lensed imageNarrow-line flux ratios in HE0435 5
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Figure 1. Demonstration of the forward modeling method used to infer spectral parameters. Note that the image contrasts have been
altered between images to highlight different features. Panel i) Drizzled F140W image, arrow indicates North. Panel ii) Interlaced
G141W grism image, with light dispersed along the x-axis of the F140W image. QSO spectra (A-D) are labeled. They overlap with
spectra from the ring, the main deflector (G) and the spiral galaxy (G2). Blue arrows indicate the location of narrow [OIII] 4959 and
5007 Å emission which are partially blended at this resolution. Column iii) MCMC proposed 1D spectra for four of the seven components
labelled in panel i. Each of the QSO images A-D has a separate model spectrum (shown in Figure 3), only spectrum A is shown here.
Column iv) Model direct image for each separate spectral component, described in the text. The central QSO pixels are masked in
the ring model to account for noisy PSF subtraction in this region. Column v) Model 2D grism images for each spectral component
generated from convolving the model spectra in column iii with the model direct image in column iv. Panels vi, vii) Final, combined
model direct image and model grism image, generated from the sum of columns iv and v respectively (and the other three QSO images
not shown). Colors are the same as in columns iii, iv and v. The goodness of fit is calculated by the �2 difference between true and model
2D G141 images.

Figure 1 illustrates how the model 2D direct image compo-
nents are dispersed into the model 2D grism image for each
MCMC step.

4 SPECTRAL FORWARD MODELING
RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the 1D model, data and residual ‘traces’ for
the four lensed QSO images. These traces are obtained by in-
tegrating the flux along the y axis in the 2D image, weighted
by the relative flux of the direct F140 model PSF along that
axis. Jumps in flux are due to small misalignments between
the dispersion axis and the detector axis. This comparison
shows that the input model provides an excellent fit to the
observed spectra.

From the spectral modelling we obtain flux ratios be-
tween the broad H� fluxes and the [OIII] fluxes from the
image pairs A/C, B/C, D/C. Given that the intrinsic quasar
luminosity is not known, gravitational lensing analyses rely
on ratios of image fluxes rather than their absolute values.
In Figure 3, we compare these flux ratios with measurements
from other studies across a range of filters and for fixed filters
at multiple dates. These measurements are chosen to repre-
sent how the flux ratios vary with wavelength and time, and
are only a small subset of the many measurements of this
system obtained for time variability studies (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006, e.g.). Table
A2 contains references and observing dates for all flux ratios
plotted in Figure 3.

The narrow [OIII] flux ratios are strikingly different
from optical to mid-IR flux ratios which are subject to con-
tamination by microlensing and intrinsic QSO time variabil-
ity.

HE0435 has been monitored for 15 years (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006), and during
that time has shown highly variable broad band flux ratios
due to stellar microlensing and intrinsic variability. The in-
trinsic variability which particularly affects images B and D
which have time delays of over a week with relative to images
A and C. Figure 3 highlights several repeat measurements
of the system which show significant variability.

Based on simulations of QSO accretion disks and dusty
torii, blueward of rest-frame �4µm, (observed �10 µm) the
accretion disk makes a dominant contribution to the QSO
emission (Sluse et al. 2013). From chromatic microlensing
studies of this system, the quasar accretion continuum emis-
sion has a half light radius of � 1016.3±0.3 cm (or 0.003 pc)
at a rest-frame wavelength of 8000 Å. Sluse et al. (2012)
estimate the MgII broad line region size to be � 1018±1 cm
(or 0.03 pc). These sizes correspond to 0.5�5µas at the lens
redshift, and are thus affected by stellar microlensing. Bon-
vin et al. (2016) have inferred the approximate observed R
band (rest frame � 2500Å) stellar microlensing as a function
of time for each of the images since 2003. Figure 4 shows an
estimate for the microlensing effect on the flux ratios as a
function of time assuming a ‘true’ flux ratio value indicated
by the straight lines. The Bonvin et al. (2016) model has
degeneracies between the intrinsic QSO variability and the
microlensing variability, thus Figure 4 should be taken as an
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not shown). Colors are the same as in columns iii, iv and v. The goodness of fit is calculated by the �2 difference between true and model
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Figure 1 illustrates how the model 2D direct image compo-
nents are dispersed into the model 2D grism image for each
MCMC step.
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RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the 1D model, data and residual ‘traces’ for
the four lensed QSO images. These traces are obtained by in-
tegrating the flux along the y axis in the 2D image, weighted
by the relative flux of the direct F140 model PSF along that
axis. Jumps in flux are due to small misalignments between
the dispersion axis and the detector axis. This comparison
shows that the input model provides an excellent fit to the
observed spectra.

From the spectral modelling we obtain flux ratios be-
tween the broad H� fluxes and the [OIII] fluxes from the
image pairs A/C, B/C, D/C. Given that the intrinsic quasar
luminosity is not known, gravitational lensing analyses rely
on ratios of image fluxes rather than their absolute values.
In Figure 3, we compare these flux ratios with measurements
from other studies across a range of filters and for fixed filters
at multiple dates. These measurements are chosen to repre-
sent how the flux ratios vary with wavelength and time, and
are only a small subset of the many measurements of this
system obtained for time variability studies (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006, e.g.). Table
A2 contains references and observing dates for all flux ratios
plotted in Figure 3.

The narrow [OIII] flux ratios are strikingly different
from optical to mid-IR flux ratios which are subject to con-
tamination by microlensing and intrinsic QSO time variabil-
ity.

HE0435 has been monitored for 15 years (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006), and during
that time has shown highly variable broad band flux ratios
due to stellar microlensing and intrinsic variability. The in-
trinsic variability which particularly affects images B and D
which have time delays of over a week with relative to images
A and C. Figure 3 highlights several repeat measurements
of the system which show significant variability.

Based on simulations of QSO accretion disks and dusty
torii, blueward of rest-frame �4µm, (observed �10 µm) the
accretion disk makes a dominant contribution to the QSO
emission (Sluse et al. 2013). From chromatic microlensing
studies of this system, the quasar accretion continuum emis-
sion has a half light radius of � 1016.3±0.3 cm (or 0.003 pc)
at a rest-frame wavelength of 8000 Å. Sluse et al. (2012)
estimate the MgII broad line region size to be � 1018±1 cm
(or 0.03 pc). These sizes correspond to 0.5�5µas at the lens
redshift, and are thus affected by stellar microlensing. Bon-
vin et al. (2016) have inferred the approximate observed R
band (rest frame � 2500Å) stellar microlensing as a function
of time for each of the images since 2003. Figure 4 shows an
estimate for the microlensing effect on the flux ratios as a
function of time assuming a ‘true’ flux ratio value indicated
by the straight lines. The Bonvin et al. (2016) model has
degeneracies between the intrinsic QSO variability and the
microlensing variability, thus Figure 4 should be taken as an
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Figure 1 illustrates how the model 2D direct image compo-
nents are dispersed into the model 2D grism image for each
MCMC step.
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Figure 2 shows the 1D model, data and residual ‘traces’ for
the four lensed QSO images. These traces are obtained by in-
tegrating the flux along the y axis in the 2D image, weighted
by the relative flux of the direct F140 model PSF along that
axis. Jumps in flux are due to small misalignments between
the dispersion axis and the detector axis. This comparison
shows that the input model provides an excellent fit to the
observed spectra.

From the spectral modelling we obtain flux ratios be-
tween the broad H� fluxes and the [OIII] fluxes from the
image pairs A/C, B/C, D/C. Given that the intrinsic quasar
luminosity is not known, gravitational lensing analyses rely
on ratios of image fluxes rather than their absolute values.
In Figure 3, we compare these flux ratios with measurements
from other studies across a range of filters and for fixed filters
at multiple dates. These measurements are chosen to repre-
sent how the flux ratios vary with wavelength and time, and
are only a small subset of the many measurements of this
system obtained for time variability studies (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006, e.g.). Table
A2 contains references and observing dates for all flux ratios
plotted in Figure 3.

The narrow [OIII] flux ratios are strikingly different
from optical to mid-IR flux ratios which are subject to con-
tamination by microlensing and intrinsic QSO time variabil-
ity.

HE0435 has been monitored for 15 years (Bonvin et al.
2016; Courbin et al. 2011; Kochanek et al. 2006), and during
that time has shown highly variable broad band flux ratios
due to stellar microlensing and intrinsic variability. The in-
trinsic variability which particularly affects images B and D
which have time delays of over a week with relative to images
A and C. Figure 3 highlights several repeat measurements
of the system which show significant variability.

Based on simulations of QSO accretion disks and dusty
torii, blueward of rest-frame �4µm, (observed �10 µm) the
accretion disk makes a dominant contribution to the QSO
emission (Sluse et al. 2013). From chromatic microlensing
studies of this system, the quasar accretion continuum emis-
sion has a half light radius of � 1016.3±0.3 cm (or 0.003 pc)
at a rest-frame wavelength of 8000 Å. Sluse et al. (2012)
estimate the MgII broad line region size to be � 1018±1 cm
(or 0.03 pc). These sizes correspond to 0.5�5µas at the lens
redshift, and are thus affected by stellar microlensing. Bon-
vin et al. (2016) have inferred the approximate observed R
band (rest frame � 2500Å) stellar microlensing as a function
of time for each of the images since 2003. Figure 4 shows an
estimate for the microlensing effect on the flux ratios as a
function of time assuming a ‘true’ flux ratio value indicated
by the straight lines. The Bonvin et al. (2016) model has
degeneracies between the intrinsic QSO variability and the
microlensing variability, thus Figure 4 should be taken as an
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Figure 2. Lensed quasar spectra extracted along the x-axis of the 2D grism image (Figure 1) via PSF weighted averaging along the
y-axis. Absolute fluxes are arbitrary. 1D Spectra include contamination from neighboring dispersed QSO images, lens galaxy light, the
lens ring, and the nearby spiral galaxy G2 as illustrated in Figure 1. The residual is derived by subtracting the 2D model from the
2D interlaced data, and then performing the PSF weighted y-axis averaging, thus it is not a simple subtraction of the blue line from
the black points. The residual has been offset from zero by the amount indicated by the horizontal lines for ease of visualization. The
modelled region varies slightly for each image depending on its position in the 2D image.

approximate estimate of the magnitude of microlensing at a
given time. The amplitude of microlensing depends on the
source size. Given that bluer wavelengths are emitted from
smaller regions of the QSO accretion disc, thus bluer filters
are more strongly affected by microlensing than theBonvin
et al. (2016) result would indicate, while redder continuum
measurements are expected to be less affected. Blackburne
et al. (2014) have performed a detailed study of differential
microlensing as a function of wavelength for this system,
their data are included in Figure 3, and in Table A2.

The broad line emission flux ratios of both H� from
this study and CIII] and CIV from Wisotzki et al. (2003)
are closer to the narrow-line emission flux ratios, which is
consistent with microlensing being a function of emission
region size.

We can test for the effects of microlensing on our data
by comparing the relative amplitudes of emission features in
our inferred spectra. In Figure 5, we plot the marginalised
lensed image spectra from our analysis, normalised to the
continuum flux at 5100 Å in order to highlight how the emis-
sion features vary relative to each other between the lensed
images. Image A shows significant morphological differences
with an [OIII] flux which is much lower relative to the con-
tinuum emission than the other three images, indicating that
there is significant source-size dependent lensing. This find-
ing is consistent with the inferred R band microlensing of

image A in particular observed by Bonvin et al. (2016) and
plotted in Figure 4. The difference in the image A H� flux
and the narrow-line flux is not as dramatic. This is expected
given that the H� flux is less affected by microlensing than
the continuum.

The narrow-line [OIII] flux ratios are consistent with
5 GHz radio measurements fromJackson et al. (2015), with
A/C, B/C and D/C differing at 0.25, 1.8 and 2.2 � respec-
tively. This is expected given that both sources are expected
to be extended enough to avoid all microlensing contami-
nation. Although the results do not differ significantly, we
note that Jackson et al. (2015) found that their radio emis-
sion was somewhat resolved, with an intrinsic source size of
� � 288 pc, assuming the source had a Gaussian flux distri-
bution. This affects the flux ratios predicted from gravita-
tional lensing relative to a point source for a fixed deflector
mass model. We discuss this further in Section 6, where we
also place limits on the detected size of the narrow-emission
region in our data and we examine the effects of a resolved
narrow emission line region on our results.

5 GRAVITATIONAL LENS MODELING

The lensed image positions and [OIII] flux ratios are sensi-
tive to the mass distribution of the deflector. As discussed in
the Introduction, the image fluxes are particularly sensitive
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Figure 2. Results from Nierenberg et al. (2017) for the HST grism spectra of HE0435
(GO-13732). From left to right: (1): Direct image of HE0435 (2): Dispersed G141 spectra.
(3): 1D psf-weighted trace of the dispersed spectrum of image A. [OIII] emission fluxes
provide a microlensing free probe of substructure along the entire virial radius of the lens
halo. The blue line and gray points represent the trace and model residual of the 2D model
for image A respectively. The model accounts for blending between neighboring quasar
spectra (see N17 for details).(4): Inferred spectrum of image A with narrow [OIII] and
broad H� emission components
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NON-LINEAR	EFFECT	OF	LOS	
STRUCTURE	

Flux ratio statistics with line of sight halos 5

Figure 2. A visualization of the mass distributions that a↵ect observables in single-plane and multi-plane lensing. The top and bottom
rows show a single realization of CDM and WDM structure, respectively. Left: The convergence map from subhalos of the main deflector
only, with ⌃sub = 0.012kpc�2, which corresponds to a projected mass fraction in substructure at the Einstein radius of 1% at z = 0.5.
Center: The full line of sight realization viewed in projection. Computing deflection angles with respect to these mass distribution
e↵ectively employs the Born approximation, in which the deflection angles from halos at di↵erent redshifts are computed by assuming
light travels along an unperturbed path. There are blue regions with negative mass due to the inclusion of negative convergence sheets
at each lens plane, to ensure that the mean density along the line of sight is the background density of the universe. Right: The e↵ective

multi-plane convergence for these realizations. The deflection angles corresponding to these convergence maps, after subtracting o↵ the
convergence from the main deflector, include the non-linear e↵ects present in multi-plane lensing not captured by the Born approximation
(see Appendix A).

3 EFFECT OF LINE OF SIGHT STRUCTURE
ON IMAGE FLUX RATIOS

In order to constrain di↵erent dark matter models, we must
accurately predict image flux ratios in the presence of per-
turbing dark matter halos in the main lens plane and along
the line of sight. To this end, in this exploratory section
we investigate the e↵ect of halos at multiple redshifts on
flux ratio observables. First, we present visualizations of the
non-linear e↵ects present in multi-plane lensing by defining
an e↵ective single plane mass distribution for a multi-plane
lens system. We then quantify the signal in flux ratios from
line of sight structures using a summary statistic, and com-
pare the contributions from subhalos in the main deflector
to the signal from line of sight objects for lenses at di↵erent
redshifts.

3.1 Multi-plane lensing

As photons traverse the cosmos from a background source to
an observer, they experience numerous deflections by dark
matter halos along the line of sight. One formulation of the
equation describing these deflections and the path of de-

flected light rays is given by (Schneider 1997)

�S = ✓ � 1
Ds

S�1X

n=1

Dns↵n (Dn�n) . (8)

where �S and ✓ denote angular coordinates in the source
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Figure 2. A visualization of the mass distributions that a↵ect observables in single-plane and multi-plane lensing. The top and bottom
rows show a single realization of CDM and WDM structure, respectively. Left: The convergence map from subhalos of the main deflector
only, with ⌃sub = 0.012kpc�2, which corresponds to a projected mass fraction in substructure at the Einstein radius of 1% at z = 0.5.
Center: The full line of sight realization viewed in projection. Computing deflection angles with respect to these mass distribution
e↵ectively employs the Born approximation, in which the deflection angles from halos at di↵erent redshifts are computed by assuming
light travels along an unperturbed path. There are blue regions with negative mass due to the inclusion of negative convergence sheets
at each lens plane, to ensure that the mean density along the line of sight is the background density of the universe. Right: The e↵ective

multi-plane convergence for these realizations. The deflection angles corresponding to these convergence maps, after subtracting o↵ the
convergence from the main deflector, include the non-linear e↵ects present in multi-plane lensing not captured by the Born approximation
(see Appendix A).
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FLUX	SENSITIVITY:	THERE	ARE	MORE	
FAINT	THINGS	THAN	BRIGHT	THINGS	

Lensed quasars and supernovae 2583

Figure 2. The evolution of SN rates for Type Ia (lower line) and core-
collapse (i.e. the sum of Ib/c, IIP, IIL and IIn; upper line) SNe adopted
in this paper. See text for details of the model. Filled squares are recent
measurements of SN Ia rates from Hardin et al. (2000), Pain et al. (2002),
Dahlen et al. (2004), Blanc et al. (2004), Neill et al. (2006), Poznanski
et al. (2007), Kuznetsova et al. (2008), Botticella et al. (2008), Dilday et al.
(2008), Horesh et al. (2008) and Dahlen et al. (2008), whereas open squares
are recent measurements of core-collapse SN rates from Dahlen et al. (2004),
Botticella et al. (2008) and Bazin et al. (2009). Errors indicate 1σ statistical
errors, and do not include any systematic errors.

is uncertain at the factor of ∼2 level, suggesting that our predicted
numbers of lensed SNe will be similarly uncertain. In particular,
our model appears to slightly overpredict the core-collapse SN rate,
though it is possible that current observations may miss a fraction of
core-collapse SNe given their wide range of intrinsic luminosities.
The uncertainty should be even larger at redshift z ! 2 for Type Ia
SNe, and z ! 1 for core-collapse SNe, where no measurements of
SN rates have been obtained.

We need not only SN rates, but also the brightness distributions
of SNe in order to make predictions of the lensed SNe abundance.
In what follows the magnitude of SNe refers to the peak magnitude,
i.e. the magnitude when the SN is brightest. Again following Oda
& Totani (2005), we assume the absolute magnitudes of SNe are
Gaussian distributed (see also Yasuda & Fukugita 2010). With this
assumption the luminosity function (in terms of B-band absolute
magnitude M) can be written as

d"X

dM
= nX(z)

(1 + z)
1√

2πσX
exp

!
−(M −M∗

X)2

2σ 2
x

"
, (18)

where (M∗
Ia, M∗

Ib/c, M∗
IIP, M∗

IIL, M∗
IIn) = (−19.06, −17.64,

−16.60, –17.63, –18.75) (for h = 0.72) and (σIa, σIb/c, σIIP, σIIL,

σIIn) = (0.56, 1.39, 1.12, 0.90, 0.92) (Richardson et al. 2002). Note
that the luminosity function of SNe (equation 18) differs from that
of QSOs (equation 10) in that the former is in fact the number rate
(number per unit time). Thus the factor of (1 + z)−1 is introduced
to account for the cosmological time dilation.

We convert B-band absolute magnitudes to apparent magnitudes
in the i band by computing K-corrections using various SN template
spectra. We adopt the spectra at the peak presented by Nugent, Kim
& Perlmutter (2002) for Ia, Levan et al. (2005) for Ib/c and Gilliland,
Nugent & Phillips (1999) for IIP, IIL and IIn.

3 ST RO N G L E N S E S IN VA R I O U S S U RV E Y S

In this section, we predict the number of strongly lensed QSOs
and SNe for a selection of ongoing and planned surveys, using the
model described in detail in Section 2.

3.1 The expected number of lenses as a function of survey
depth

First, we explore how the number of lenses detected increases with
survey depth. In Fig. 3, we plot the number of lensed QSOs (in a half-
sky survey) as a function of i-band limiting magnitude ilim. The slope
of these number counts is fairly shallow, particularly at ilim ! 21,
which suggests that the survey area is much more important than the
survey depth when trying to discover many strongly lensed QSOs.
The lensing rate is ∼10−3.5, and does not depend very much on
ilim due to the conflicting effects of increasing mean QSO redshift
and decreasing magnification bias. We note that the lensing rate is
lower than observed in the Cosmic Lens All-Sky Survey (CLASS),
∼10−2.8 (Browne et al. 2003), presumably because of the quite
different magnification bias it involves (for instance, in the CLASS
the total magnification factor is used for the magnification bias).
The recent optical lens survey, the SDSS Quasar Lens Search, has
obtained a lensing rate of ∼10−3.3, which is more consistent with the
calculation above (see Inada et al. 2008). The fraction of quad lenses
decreases from ∼30 per cent for ilim = 18 to ∼10 per cent for ilim =
28, which is roughly consistent with previous calculations (Rusin
& Tegmark 2001; Huterer et al. 2005; Oguri 2007b). The small
fraction (∼10−3) of naked cusp lenses indicates that only very wide-
field surveys will be able to locate such rare image configurations.
We again note that our calculation is applicable only to galaxy-
scale lenses; naked cusp lenses are much more common at cluster
scales, where the radial density profiles of the lenses are shallower
(Oguri & Keeton 2004; Minor & Kaplinghat 2008). We also note
that our model lens galaxies are all spheroids, with correspondingly
low ellipticity. The lower mass, discy lenses, which will make up
a small minority ("20 per cent, see Section 2.1) of any survey’s

Figure 3. The expected number of lensed QSOs as a function of the
i-band limiting magnitude ilim. A fiducial survey area of # = 20 000 deg2 is
assumed. The number of non-lensed QSOs is also shown for reference. The
lower panel shows the ratio of the number of quad (four-image) or naked
cusp (three-image) lenses to the total number of lenses, as a function of ilim.
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¡  Strong	gravitational	lensing	is	a	powerful	tool	for	constraining	
the	properties	of	dark	matter	on	small	scales	

¡  Thanks	to	the	increase	in	the	lens	sample	from	narrow-line	
lensing	we	can	already	get	a	stringent	new	constraint	on	the	
properties	of	dark	matter	

¡  Narrow-line	lensing	is	ideal	for	future	constraints	of	the	halo	
mass	function,	as	virtually	every	lensed	quasar	has	significant	
narrow-line	emission.	We	can	expect	to	have	many	hundreds	of	
high	quality	lenses	from	LSST/EUCLID	which	can	be	rapidly	
followed	up	with	next	generation	of	telescopes.	

CONCLUSIONS		
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Figure 3. (a) K0 band image of the B0712+472 system obtained with the Keck-II adaptive optics system. This is one of the eight exposures that was used in
the lens modelling. (b) Best-fit lens model reconstructed image. (c) Residual image (data � model).

Table 4. A summary of the observational constraints and the model-predicted results for a lensed point source. The lensed image positions from VLBA (in
arcseconds) and average flux ratios (Koopmans et al. 2003) are with respect to image A. Uncertainties in the position measurements are 0.003 arcseconds.

Image Observed Model-Predicted
VLBA 1.65 GHz MERLIN 5 GHz SIE+ExpDisc+Shear SIE+shear
East North Flux Ratio East North Flux Ratio Flux Ratio

A 0 0 1 +0.001 +0.000 1 1
B +0.056 �0.156 0.843±0.061 +0.057 �0.156 0.830 1.031
C +0.812 �0.663 0.418±0.037 +0.812 �0.663 0.364 0.303
D +1.174 +0.459 0.082±0.035 +1.172 +0.459 0.077 0.058

Table 5. Light profile fitting parameters to the lens galaxy of B0712+472
system in K0 band. The light profile consists of two Sérsic profiles, each
described by a centroid relative to image A (�RA,�Dec), an e↵ective radius
Re, Sérsic index n, axis ratio q, and position angle ✓. The e↵ective radii
are measured along the intermediate axis; the intermediate-axis half-mass
radius of the massive disc (Table 3) is 0.31±0.02 arcsec.

Parameter Disc Component Bulge Component
�RA 0.801+0.011

�0.007 0.806±0.001
�Dec 0.147+0.007

�0.006 0.151+0.001
�0.002

Re 0.288+0.013
�0.006 0.1273+0.017

�0.014
n 0.883+0.070

�0.147 3.958+0.197
�0.331

q 0.232+0.027
�0.013 0.687+0.002

�0.046
✓ 59.7+0.9

�0.5 73.9+0.8
�3.7

Keck AO imaging to have a prominent disc component associated
with either the lens or the background source (Oldham et al. 2017).

The high angular resolution radio data also plays a key role.
The astrometric precision on milliarcsecond-scale provided by the
new VLBA imaging presented here puts a stringent constraint on
the image positions used for the models, while the MERLIN mon-
itoring campaign (Koopmans et al. 2003) provides the flux density
ratios that the models need to match. Jackson et al. (1998) has al-
ready noticed the failure in fitting to the radio image positions with
an SIE-only lens model. Although the SIE+shear model reproduces
the astrometry in new VLBA imaging, it favors a small axis ratio
(⇡ 0.5) and a larger external shear, which still leaves notable residu-
als in flux ratios. Although a massive substructure can also perturb
the image positions and cause astrometric anomalies, we find no
sign of luminous satellites in the high-resolution AO imaging. The

failure of the traditional SIE model to predict properly the observed
positions argues, once again, that a more sophisticated model is re-
quired for this system.

4.3 The observed flux ratios are robust

When using flux ratios to investigate substructure, it is important
to ensure that the observed systems are as free as possible from
the e↵ects of microlensing and absorption or other propagation
e↵ects. The first condition requires that the angular sizes of the
lensed emitting regions are larger than the roughly micro arcsec-
ond scale of the Einstein ring radii of individual stars in the lens-
ing galaxy. This is typically achieved in systems where the lensed
AGN is radio-loud (Koopmans et al. 2003; Rumbaugh et al. 2015;
Phillips et al. 2000; Biggs et al. 2004; Katz et al. 1997; Jackson
et al. 1998; Patnaik et al. 1999, 1992; Marlow et al. 1999; Fass-
nacht & Lubin 2002; Cohn et al. 2001; Biggs et al. 2000; McKean
et al. 2007), is detected in mid-IR wavelengths where the emission
is coming from the dust torus surrounding the AGN (Chiba et al.
2005; MacLeod et al. 2013; Vives-Arias et al. 2016, although the
dust torus can also contribute to microlensing, see Stalevski et al.
2012), or where emission from the narrow-line emission region can
be isolated through integral field spectroscopy (Nierenberg et al.
2017, 2014; Metcalf et al. 2004). Our K0-band flux ratios are shown
in Table 2. These ratios do not account for the time delays between
the images, but the greater than 50 per cent inconsistency with the
average flux ratios from the 5 GHz data indicates that microlensing
or other propagation e↵ects are likely influencing these flux ratios.

The second condition can also usually be met by observing
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simulations that are representative of the mass and redshift of the
lens galaxies suggests that there is only a 1–4 per cent probability
that the full observed flux-ratio distribution is produced only by
substructure (Xu et al. 2015).

The gravitational imaging technique, which alternatively utilizes
the surface brightness distribution of extended arcs and Einstein
rings to detect low-mass substructures within lensing haloes, was
introduced by Koopmans (2005) and Vegetti & Koopmans (2009).
This method has given a measurement of the substructure mass frac-
tion for a sample of 11 lenses that is currently in agreement with
the theoretical expectations from cold matter matter simulations
(Vegetti et al. 2012, 2014). The reason for the conflicting results be-
tween the flux-ratio anomaly and gravitational imaging techniques
is currently not clear. While this could be the result of small sample
statistics, it could also be an indication that the flux-ratio anomalies
have a different origin than clumpy substructure (see Xu et al. 2015,
for a discussion).

In this Letter, we explore the idea that not all flux-ratio anoma-
lies are due to the presence of clumpy substructure, but that some
originate from more complex lens galaxy mass distributions than
have initially been considered. To this end, we use new infrared and
radio interferometric imaging data from the Strong lensing at High
Angular Resolution Programme (SHARP; McKean et al. 2007;
Lagattuta, Auger & Fassnacht 2010; Lagattuta et al. 2012; Vegetti
et al. 2012, Chen et al. 2016). The main goal of SHARP is to in-
vestigate galaxy structure and other astrophysical topics through
the re-observation of known gravitational lens systems at high
angular resolution, making use of observations with (1) adap-
tive optics (AO) on the W. M. Keck telescope, (2) the Hubble
Space Telescope (HST), and (3) large radio and mm interferometric
arrays.

Here we focus on CLASS B1555+375 (Marlow et al. 1999),
which was discovered as part of the Cosmic Lens All-Sky Survey
(Browne et al. 2003; Myers et al. 2003). B1555+375 has four
lensed images with a maximum separation of 426 mas in a fold
configuration. The two merging lensed images show a strong and
persistent flux-ratio anomaly at radio wavelengths, and previous
radio monitoring observations ruled out microlensing effects as the
cause of the anomaly (Koopmans et al. 2003). As B1555+375 was
included in the observational and theoretical analyses of both Dalal
& Kochanek (2002) and Xu et al. (2015), understanding its mass
distribution is of key importance to assess any systematics with
the inferred level of substructure in the lensing halo with the flux-
ratio anomaly method. The SHARP imaging data are introduced
in Section 2 and we present a revised lens model using these data
in Section 3. The results of this analysis and their implications are
discussed in Section 4. Note that the redshifts of both the lens galaxy

Table 1. Summary of the B1555+375 observations.

Telescope Camera Band Date texp (s)

VLBA 1.66 GHz 2000 Mar 21 10800
HST WFPC2 F555W 2000 Oct 09 5200
HST WFPC2 F814W 2000 Oct 09 5200
HST NICMOS/NIC2 F160W 2003 Nov 02 5376
Keck-II NIRC2 AO K′ 2012 May 16 1800

and the lensed source are unknown for B1555+375, so we assume
redshifts of zl = 1 and zs = 1.5, respectively, due to their red colours
(Marlow et al. 1999). This assumption has no effect on the derived
magnifications or flux ratios of our analysis.

2 O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D DATA R E D U C T I O N

Our data set consists of optical and infrared imaging taken with
the W. M. Keck-II Telescope and HST, and high-resolution radio
imaging taken with the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA), which
are discussed below and are summarized in Table 1.

2.1 Keck adaptive optics and HST imaging

B1555+375 was observed as part of SHARP using the NIRC2
camera on the W. M. Keck-II Telescope on 2012 May 16 (PI:
Fassnacht). The AO system was used, with the corrections derived
from the laser guide star and a R = 14.4-mag tip-tilt star located
∼ 45 arcsec from the lens. The narrow camera mode was used,
giving a field of view of ∼ 10 arcsec on a side and a pixel scale of 10
mas. Six dithered 300 s exposures were obtained in the K′ filter. The
data were reduced with the standard SHARP pipeline, which is a
PYTHON-based package that is a refinement of the process described
by Auger et al. (2011). A cutout of the final reduced image is shown
in Fig. 1 and also in Fig. 2a, where the contours from 5-GHz Multi-
Element Radio Link Interferometer Network (MERLIN) imaging
by Marlow et al. (1999) and 1.66-GHz VLBA imaging (see below)
are overlaid.

B1555+375 was also observed with the HST in three broad-
bands. The optical data were obtained with the Wide-Field Planetary
Camera 2 (WFPC2) in the F555W and F814W bands (GO-8804; PI:
Falco), while the Near Infrared Multi-Object Spectrograph (NIC-
MOS) was used to observe the system in the F160W band (GO-
9744; PI: Kochanek). The NICMOS observations were obtained
with the NIC2 camera. We reduced all of the archival HST data
with the standard MULTIDRIZZLE pipeline, producing final drizzled
images with pixel-sizes of 50 mas. The reduced images are also
shown in Fig. 1. The lens and the lensed images are not detected

Figure 1. High-resolution multi-band imaging of B1555+375 with HST/WFPC2 at F555W (left) and F814W (middle-left), with HST/NICMOS/NIC2 at
F160W (middle-right) and with Keck adaptive optics at K′-band (right). All of the panels are 3.7 arcsec on a side and the scale-bar represents 1 arcsec.
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Figure 2. (a) K′-band AO imaging of B1555+375 with contours from the MERLIN observations (red) of Marlow et al. (1999) and the VLBA observations
presented here (blue) overlaid. (b) K′-band AO image with the locations of the four radio components marked with circles. (c) Observed radio positions: blue
pluses; model-predicted positions: red open circles; lens-plane critical curves: blue solid curves; source-plane caustics: red dotted curves. The source position
is at (− 0.1953, − 0.1494), which is marked by the red filled circle. The centroid positions of the SIE and ExpDisc components of the lens are marked by the
black and red filled triangles, respectively. The disc middle plane measured with NICMOS image is shown with the black dashed line.

at high significance in the optical bands, but are clearly seen in the
NICMOS F160W image.

There are several notable features in the high-resolution AO and
HST data. These include the nearly complete lack of emission as-
sociated with lensed images B and D, (Fig. 2b), and the faint, but
clearly visible emission from the lensing galaxy that appears to be
an edge-on disc, with a position angle of ∼ 10 deg and an axis ratio
q∼ 0.2. We note that the position angle of the lensing galaxy is
such that the disc emission lies close to the lensed images B and D.
Therefore, the lack of emission from these rest-frame optical im-
ages is likely due to dust extinction and additional demagnification
due to lensing.

2.2 Very long baseline array imaging

B1555+375 was observed with the 10 telescopes of the VLBA
at a central observing frequency of 1.66 GHz on 2000 March 21
(BN0009; PI: Norbury). The data were recorded at 128 Mbits s− 1

and then correlated to produce two spectral windows with 8 MHz
bandwidth, 16 channels and both circular polarizations (RR and
LL). The observations were phase referenced using J1544+398 ev-
ery 3 min over the total observing time of 3 h. The data were reduced
in the standard manner using the VLBAUTLIS analysis pipeline that is
part of the Astronomical Image Processing Software (AIPS). Imaging
was done with the CLEAN algorithm in AIPS using natural weighting
of the visibilities, and restored using an elliptical beam of size
9.7 × 6.9 mas at a position angle of − 7.◦6 east of north. The final
map (also shown in Fig. 2a) has an rms of 78 µJy beam− 1.

We find that lensed images A and B have been resolved into a
gravitational arc that is ∼ 100 mas in length. Image C is still compact
on mas-scales, whereas image D is only marginally detected (∼ 6σ ).
The VLBA imaging shows that image B has a smaller angular
size than image A, which is consistent with a perturbation in the
mass model being responsible for the flux-ratio anomaly (recall that
gravitational lensing conserves surface brightness), as opposed to
free–free absorption or interstellar scattering.

3 L E N S MO D E L L I N G

The flux-ratio anomaly and relative sizes of the images at radio-
wavelengths imply that there must be some form of perturbation to

the gravitational lens mass model, which has thus far been attributed
to dark matter substructure within the lensing galaxy or along the
line of sight to the lensed images (Dalal & Kochanek 2002; Xu et al.
2012, 2015). However, our high-resolution near-infrared imaging
suggests the intriguing possibility that the mass perturbation could
be due to an edge-on disc component within the lens. To test this
possibility, we model the system with a disc component in order
to see if a plausible mass model can explain the flux-ratio anomaly
without the need for additional substructure.

We use the lens modelling code GRAVLENS (Keeton 2001) to model
the compact radio components. The inputs to the model are the ob-
served image positions measured from the MERLIN radio observa-
tions of Marlow et al. (1999) as all of the images are significantly
detected in these data. The flux-ratio measurements are taken from
Koopmans et al. (2003), who used half a year of MERLIN monitor-
ing to obtain flux-ratio curves. In total, there are 11 constraints to
the mass model provided by the observational data. As a first trial
of modelling, we re-create the singular isothermal ellipsoid with-
out external shear model (SIE; 7 free parameters) of Marlow et al.
(1999) to check the performance of a simple lensing potential. Con-
sistent with previous studies (Marlow et al. 1999; Xu et al. 2015), a
single elliptical potential model cannot reproduce the observed flux
ratios in B1555+375 (see Table 2).

The next step is to test if a physically plausible edge-on disc
can cause a perturbation in the strong lensing mass model that
produces the observed flux ratio anomaly of merging images A
and B. An exponential disc component is added to the smooth
lens model. Previous study has shown that exponential disc profile
best describes the light distribution of the disc component in spiral
galaxies (Keeton & Kochanek 1998). The free parameters of this
model are the SIE Einstein radius (b), centroid position, ellipticity
(e = 1 − q), position angle (θ ), the exponential disc intrinsic central
density (κ0) and scale length (Rs). A detailed definition of these
mass profiles is described by Keeton (2001). The source position
adds two additional model parameters.

More sophisticated mass models (i.e. external shear or additional
halo term) require additional constraints, such as those from the
lensed extended emission in either the NIR or radio imaging. While
we have successfully used the former approach in the past (e.g. Veg-
etti et al. 2012), for B1555+375 the extinction in the AO imaging is
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Figure 6. Azimuthally averaged surface-brightness radial profiles of the Brγ
flux distribution for the galaxies observed with SINFONI and OSIRIS as
indicated in the legend. The horizontal dashed line indicates the HWHMBrγ .
Typically, the standard deviation of the azimuthally averaged flux is 5%.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

NGC 7469, (2) disturbed rotational patterns (NGC 2992 and
NGC 6814), and (3) velocity fields dominated by non-circular
motions (NGC 3783, NGC 4151, and NGC 1068). As discussed
in Section 2.3.2, the Brγ and [Si vi] line profiles of NGC 1068
are composed of multiple spectral components. This clearly
affects the velocity and dispersion maps and therefore they
cannot be used for analysis. The kinematics of the NLR and
CLR in NGC 1068 will be analyzed in Section 4.1 by means of
the velocity channel maps.

The velocity dispersion maps, or σ maps, show a wide range
of values ranging from 30 km s−1 to ∼300 km s−1. Interestingly,
in each galaxy, there exist regions where the velocity dispersion
clearly increases. This will be further discussed in Section 4.1.
Table 2 lists the mean and the highest σ measured for each of
the galaxies.

3.2. Spatial Distribution and Kinematics
of the Coronal-line Region

In general, the S/N of the spectra is high enough to reliably
measure the coronal gas flux distributions in all galaxies of the
sample. As can be seen in Table 1, coronal line emission was
detected in the seven Seyfert galaxies of the sample. However,
the kinematics can only be accurately measured where the
emission line is strong. Because [Si vi] is generally the most
prominent coronal line in the K band, it was used for the
measurements of the size and kinematics of the CLR. Figures 7
and 8 show the [Si vi] flux, velocity, and dispersion maps for the
SINFONI and OSIRIS subsamples. In all panels the contours
delineate the K-band continuum emission and the position of the
AGN is marked with a cross. Once again, in the kinematic maps,
we only display velocities for regions with a flux density higher
than 5% of the peak of [Si vi] emission. The 2D flux, velocity,
and dispersion maps of the second strongest coronal line in
our spectra [Ca viii] look very similar to the equivalent [Si vi]
maps, so they are not shown here. Measurements of the [Al ix]
line also result in similar flux, σ, and velocity distributions.
Figure 9 demonstrates the similarities between the morphologies
of [Si vi], [Al ix], and [Ca viii] in the three galaxies where we
detected the three coronal lines. The quantitative analysis of
the line fluxes over the entire CLRs, F([Si vi])int, as well as
within a circular aperture equivalent to two times the spatial

resolution achieved in each galaxy (2 × FWHM) and centered
at the nucleus, F([Si vi])nuc, is presented in Table 3. Once again,
in NGC 6814 and NGC 7469 these quantities were measured in
the OSIRIS and SINFONI data cubes, and the results from both
data sets are consistent within 5%.

As can be seen in Figures 7 and 8, in all cases the CLR
is resolved (except in NGC 3783) and the peak of emission
is located at the position of the AGN (or very close to it),
being spatially coincident with the peak of Brγ emission.
This supports the hypothesis that most of the Brγ in these
objects is produced by the AGN, rather than star formation
(probably except in Circinus and NGC 7469, see the Appendix,
Sections A.1 and A.7). Despite the diversity of the observed
morphologies, most of the CLRs consist of a bright nucleus
and extended diffuse emission along a preferred position angle,
which usually appears to coincide with that of the Brγ gas. In
NGC 1068 and NGC 4151, the emission is enhanced at ∼0.′′35
north and west of the nucleus, respectively. In each of these
galaxies, this bright knot is spatially coincident with the jet/
cloud interaction region (the “northern tongue” of molecular
gas in NGC 1068, Müller-Sánchez et al. 2009), just as it occurs
in the secondary peak of Brγ (see Section 5.5.1).

In order to quantify the extent of the CLR, we have con-
structed azimuthal averages within circular radial annuli of the
flux distribution of [Si vi]. The resulting spatial profiles are
shown in Figure 10. The FWHM of the CLR is less than 60 pc
in all of the AGNs, with a mean FWHM[Si vi] for the sample of
24 pc (Figure 10 and Table 3). These measurements reflect the
sizes of the compact and bright [Si vi] cores, which are equiva-
lent to the sizes of the Brγ cores. We also measured the extent of
the photometric semimajor axis of the [Si vi] emission (R[Si vi]),
as well as its P.A.[Si vi], in the same way as done for the NLR.
The results shown in Table 3 indicate that the CLRs and the
NLRs are extended along the same P.A., and that the CLRs are
slightly more compact than the NLRs.

The fact that the flux distributions of [Si vi], [Ca viii], and
[Al ix] are resolved (or marginally resolved) and extended,
support an origin for these coronal lines in the inner part of
the NLR or in the transition region between the BLR and the
NLR, as suggested by previous authors (e.g., Prieto et al. 2005).
As can be seen in Figure 9, [Ca viii] is always less extended
than [Si vi], and [Al ix] is always the most compact of the three
coronal lines. Recent studies (Rodrı́guez-Ardila et al. 2006)
support the formation of the observed stratified CLR through
photoionization by the central source, with higher ionization
potential species located closer to the AGN. Our measurements
of [Al ix], which has the highest ionization potential of the
three, are consistent with this hypothesis. However, what is
surprising is the smaller extent of the [Ca viii] emission region
when compared to that of the [Si vi], which has higher ionization
potential. This fact can be attributed to depletion of gas-phase
calcium as it is deposited in dust grains, which can alter its
gas-phase abundance by large factors (e.g., Groves et al. 2004).
Still, the apparent differences in size might be merely an artifact
of the lower S/N of the weaker lines.

As can be seen in the velocity maps of Figures 7 and 8, the
kinematics of the CLR in the majority of the AGNs appears
to be dominated by non-circular motions, except for Circinus,
NGC 2992, and NGC 6814, in which it appears to be dominated
by rotation. When comparing the velocity fields of [Si vi] and
Brγ , one notices that the kinematics of the NLR and CLR in
five of the seven Seyfert galaxies shown in Figures 7 and 8
are very similar, suggesting that the mechanism responsible for
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Figure 8. Effects of resolved narrow-line emission on model fit. We repeat the analysis of Section 4, now using a simulated extended
narrow-emission region with a Gaussian flux distribution with dispersion �NL = 50, 100 and 288 pc. Here we show in the large left panels
the best fit grism model for the extended emission with a fixed finite size, after re-optimizing the 1D spectral parameters. In adjacent
right hand panels we show a comparison of the model 1D trace spectra with the data, as in Figure 2 the black points, blue line and light
grey points correspond to the data, model and residual respectively. The point source model and comparison between model and data
are show in the upper left corner for comparison. The best fit �2 values calculated from the difference between the 2D model grism and
true grism images are 13228, 13368 and 13990 for 3909 DOF for the 50, 100 and 288 pc narrow-line regions, and 13112 for 3906 DOF
for the point source model. The point source model has three extra degrees of freedom as the narrow-line fluxes are allowed to vary
independently for each image.

the likely increase in tidal stripping close to the center of the
halo. From this we estimate that roughly 0.1% of subhalos
are expected to be found within a cylinder within the ⇠ 5
kpc exclusion radius of the lensed images integrated along
the full virial radius of the group halo in projection. This
corresponds to an expected number of ⇠ 0.3 subhalos with
masses greater than 108M600/M� per lensed image and ⇠ 15
subhalos with masses greater than 107M600/M�. We stress
that this number should be taken as an upper limit on the
CDM predicted number of subhalos near the lensed images
given that it does not account for the effects of tidal strip-
ping which impacts both M600 and the radial distribution
of subhalos.

Our non-detection is approximately consistent with the
expectations of ⇤CDM. The approximate estimated abun-
dance shows that samples of ⇠ 10� 15 quads should detect
of order several tens of 107M600/M� satellites and thus be
sufficient to constrain the mass function in this regime (See
Vegetti & Koopmans 2009, for a similar estimate for the
gravitational imaging technique). We emphasise however,
that a true comparison requires a CDM model which in-
corporates effects such as tidal stripping and destruction of
subhalos near the centre of the halo, as well as a marginaliza-
tion over possible halo orientations, masses and formation
histories. We leave such an analysis to a future paper, in
which we jointly infer the properties of the subhalo mass
function given our joint sample of narrow-line gravitational
lenses measured with OSIRIS and the WFC3 grism.

8 SUMMARY

(i) We present a forward modelling method which uses
the 3D-HST pipeline (Brammer et al. 2012) to measure spec-
tra in the presence of significant spatial blending for G141
grism data. We apply this method to infer the lensed narrow,
broad and continuum fluxes of the images in HE0435-1223.

(ii) The narrow [OIII] flux ratios for HE0435 are consis-
tent with radio measurements from Jackson et al. (2015),
and are significantly different from other emission measures
which are subject to contamination by microlensing and in-
trinsic QSO time variability.

(iii) We find that the [OIII] fluxes and image positions
are well modelled with a simple gravitational lens model
consisting of a singular isothermal ellipsoid, for the main
galaxy, and a singular isothermal sphere for nearby spiral
galaxy G2 in the presence of external shear.

(iv) Our data strongly disfavours a perturber with mass
greater than 108.2(107.2)M600/M� within ⇠ 1 (0.1) arcsec-
ond of the lensed images, where M600 is the projected per-
turber mass within its central 600 pc (best fit model prob-
ability < 0.3%).

(v) This demonstration that WFC3 grism measurement
of narrow-line lensed quasars can be used to detect low-
mass < 108M600/M� subhalos is extremely promising for
future constraints of dark matter given the large number of
quadruply imaged quasar lenses to be discovered in optical
surveys such as DES and LSST, and with the rapid follow-up
which will be enabled by JWST.

c� 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–14
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Fig. 2.— Comparison of the properties of objects detected in
the COSMOS catalogs to those of newly detected objects. Upper :
The distribution of magnitude differences from hosts (δm= m −
mh) within 2.′′5. Lower : Number density of objects as a function
of distance from hosts. Newly detected objects are closer to the
host than those in the COSMOS photometric catalog and make
a significant contribution to the measurement of object number
density within 2 arcseconds from the center of the host.

5. FIRST LOOK

Before describing our model for the radial and angular
profiles of objects near the host galaxies, it is instruc-
tive to show these distributions in spatial bins in order
to provide a visual representation of the data. However,
binning is inherently limited because it requires the av-
eraging of data, thereby losing information. Thus we do
not perform our analysis on the spatially binned data
but instead use this section to justify our model choices
in Section 6.1.

5.1. Distance Scaling and Radial Distribution

We scale measured object distances to account for the
range of redshift and host mass scales in our sample.
A scale relating to the host light profile is the natural
choice for the observer as this will vary with host redshift
as well as host mass according to the size-mass relation
(e.g. Trujillo et al. 2006; Williams et al. 2010). For this
distance scale, we use Rh which is AWIN IMAGE from
SExtractor . We also perform a parallel study with all
distances scaled by R200 of the host galaxies. Unlike Rh,
R200 can be calculated in dark matter only simulations
and is thus a better choice when attempting to compare
results with simulations. However, estimating R200 re-
quires multiband photometry and stellar mass modeling
which is not always possible, so it is useful to perform this
analysis using both distance scalings to see if one choice
or the other leads to systematic differences.

Figure 3 shows the average number density of objects as a
function of distance from the hosts, with distances scaled
by Rh in the upper panel and R200 in the lower panel.
The behavior is qualitatively similar for both choices of
distance scaling; the number density of sources increases
as a power-law near the hosts. At large radii, the number
density becomes dominated by the isotropic and homo-
geneous distribution of objects not associated with the
hosts, represented by the gray dashed lines.

In Section 6 we describe how we analyze the number
density signal by inferring the combined properties of
the satellite and background/foreground populations. In
Section 9.1, there is a comparison of the results using the
two distance scalings.

5.2. Angular Distribution

In Figure 4 we show the angular distribution of objects
within 10 Rh, plotted for all hosts, early-type hosts and
late-type hosts, where θ = 0 is aligned with to the major
axes of the host light profiles. This figure only includes
host galaxies with axis ratio b/a<0.6, to ensure that the
direction of the host major axis is clearly measurable.
As background/foreground objects are expected to be
distributed isotropically relative to the host galaxy, any
anisotropy we observe is caused by correlated structure

Fig. 3.— Average number density of objects near hosts as a func-
tion of radial distance. Upper : In units of the second order moment
of the host intensity profile along its major axis (Rh) Lower : In
units of the host galaxy virial radius estimated from the host stel-
lar mass. The gray dashed lines indicate the average background
number density far from the hosts

presumably, in the form of satellites. In this region we
expect a significant contribution to the number density to
come from satellites, as evidenced by the strong satellite
signal within this region in the upper panel of Figure
3.

Near early-type galaxies, the angular distribution shows
a dominent component aligned with θ = 0. A
Komogorov-Smirnoff KS test gives a probability of ∼
10−8 that the objects near early-type galaxies have a uni-
form angular distribution. In contrast, the objects near
late-type galaxies appear more isotropically with a KS
probability of being uniform of a few percent. This sim-
ple examination has been done without any effort to re-
move background/foreground contamination. However,
it indicates that the satellites of early and late-type hosts
may have different angular distributions relative to their
host light profiles. To test this further, we separate satel-
lite populations based on host morphology in our infer-
ence of the parameters of the satellite spatial distribution
in Section 6.1.

6. JOINT MODELING OF SATELLITE AND BACKGROUND
GALAXY POPULATIONS
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